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ROBERT MANRY-A GREAT SAILOR

Mr. YOUNG of Ohio. Mr. President,
the crossing of the Atlantic Ocean by
Robert Mamy in his 13% foot sailboat,
is one of the outstanding instances of
individual heroism of our time. In this
fast moving space age of change and
challenge, people the world over have become accustomed to great feats of
heroism in flights into space. As a matter of fact the ever increasing number
of space flights have caused some people
to take for granted the bravery of the
individuals involved in each of them.
Robert Mamy's triumph was his
and his alone. On his own he sailed
from Falmouth, Mass., and for 78 days
braved the Atlantic Ocean alone and
unaided until his arrival in Falmouth,
England yesterday.
We in Ohio are especially proud of the
new hero in our midst. Bob Manry resides in Cleveland, Ohio, where he Is a
copy editor for the Plain Dealer, one of
the great newspapers of that city.
In this day of computers and automation, of space flights and probing of the
ocean's depths, it is a rare thing indeed
for one man to tackle the elements alone
and unaided. Not since the historic
flight of Charles Lindbergh has the world
seen an example of this kind of individual heroism and bravery,
The world now knows that Robert
Manry is a great sailor. We in Ohio
have for some time known that he was a
great newspaperman. May I join with
millions of other people the world over
in extending to him and to his family my
heartiest congratulations on his outstanding achievement.
ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY AMENDMENTS OF 1965
The Senate resumed the consideration
of the bill (H.R. 8283) to expand the
war on poverty and enhance the effectiveness of programs under the Economic
Opportunity Act of 1964.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Do Senators yield back their time?
Mr.JAVITS. I yield back by timeMr. NELSON. Mr. President, are we
on the amendment of the Senator from
New York?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Yes.
Mr. NELSON. I am willing to yield
back my time.
Mr. JAVITS. I yield back my time.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time
on the amendment has been yielded back.
The question Is on agreeing to the
amendment of the Senator from New
York to the committe amendment.
The amendment to the amendment was
agreed to.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, while
there are enough Senators present, I ask
for the yeas and nays on final passage.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
AMENDMENT NO. 393

Mr. PROUTY. Mr. President, I call up
my amendment No. 393.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
amendment offered by the Senator from
Vermont will be stated.
CXI--1333
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The legislative clerk read the amendment (No. 393), as follows:
On page 27, line 20. strike out everything
through line 24 and insert in lieu thereof:
"PROGRAMS FOR THE ELDERLY POOR

"SEC. 610. (a) It is the intention of Congress that whenever feasible the special problems of the elderly poor shall be considered
in the development, conduct, and administration of programs under this Act.
.. (b) There is hereby established in the
Office a Task Force on Programs for the Elderly Poor. The task force shall be composed
of nineteen Inembers who shall be appointed
by, and shall serve at the pleasure of, the
Director pursuant to section 602(c) to represent Industry, labor, agriculture, education,
minority groups, and social service organizations. The Director shall name one such
member as Chairman. The task force shall
investigate the needs of the elderly poor,
examine the effect on the elderly poor of
programs under this and other Federal Acts,
and, Where appropriate, recommend mOdifications of existing programs and the institution of new programs to assist the elderly
poor to improve their standard of living. TIle
task force shall, among other things, examine
proposals for substantial increases In monthly social security benefits, the inclusion of
all persons of retirement age who do not receive public pensions into the social security
system, and further liberalization of the retirement income test of section 203 of the
Social Security Act. The task force shall
make a report of its findings and recommendations to the Director for transmittal to the
President and Congress on or before June 30,
1966."

Mr. PROUTY. Mr. P~'esident, the
amendment I now call up creates no new
programs, involves no new expenditures,
broadens no existing authority, and almost certainly reflects the intent of the
great majority of the Congress. Often
I wish more of the amendments voted
upon by this body had such splendid
credentials.
My amendment is similar to that first
proposed by the junior Senator from
Florida, who serves as chairman of the
Senate Special Committee on Aging.
The first section of my proposed new
section 610 of the Economic Opportunity
Act incorporates verbatim the language
proposed by Senator SMATHERS and
adopted by the Labor and Public Welfare Committee. This merely expresses
the i:.ltention of Congress that wherever
feasible the special problems of the
elderly poor shall be considered in the
development, conduct and administration of the antipoverty program.
The second section borrows from another earlier proposal of Senator
SMATHERS to give statutory authority to
a task force on programs for the elderly poor within the Office of Economic
Opportunity. This section reads as
follows:
There is hereby established in the Otlice
a Task Force on Programs for the Elderly
Poor. The Task Force shall be composed of
19 members who shall be appointed by, and
shan serve at the pleasure of, the Director
pursuant to section 602(c) to represent industry, labor, agriculture, education, minority groups, and social serVice organizations.
The Director shall name one such member
as chairman. The Task Force shall investigate the needs of the elderly poor, examine the effects on the elderly poor of programs under this and other Federal Acts,
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and, where appropriate, recommend modifications of existing programs and the institution of new programs to assist the
elderly poor to improve their standard of
living. The Task Force shall, among other
things, examine proposals for substantial
increases in monthly social security benefits,
the inclusion of all persons of retirement
age who do not receive public pensions into
the social security system, and further
liberalization of the retirement income test
of section 203 of the Social Security Act.
The Task Force shall make a report of its
findings and recommendations to the Director for transmittal to the President and Congress on or before June 30, 1966.

Mr. President, this amendment is, very
simply, a tangible manifestation of the
intention of Congress. that the elderly
poor get an even break with younger persons under the antipoverty program.
Now, Mr. President, the question is
properly raised, do the elderly poor get
an even break now under the antipoverty program? Are the problems of the
more than 15 million Americans over 65
who have incomes below the poverty line
being given the urgent consideration they
deserve from the Office of Economic
Opportunity?
Here is what Mr. Shriver had to say
on this point to the Senate Special Committee on Aging this June:
First of all, it seems to be extremely difficult to find efficient, economical ways of
actually helping the very elderly poor to get
out of poverty. Congress already has a
magnificent record through the Social Security Administration, through the proposed
medicare blll, and through other programs,
for bringing effective help to the aged, but
when you get the problem of how do you
actually help the aged help themselves to
get out of poverty, it Is more difficult.
This is not to say, however, that it is
impossible. I just want to make the firm
point that we are not satisfied with what
we have done and I am not satisfied with
what I am able to report to you and the
other members of, the committee today.

In order to remedy this situation, on
June 14 Mr. Shriver appointed a task
force within his office to grapple with
the problems of the elderly poor. I commend him for it, although I think it
could well have been done some months
earlier. This amendment would give the
prestige of specific statutory authority
to this task force.
It will be seen that the language of the
amendment makes special reference to
possible changes in the Social Security
Act which have a direct relationship to
poverty among the elderly,
The relationship of the social security
laws to the aged poor has been clearly
recognized by the Office of Economic Opportunity. In a statement to the Senate
Committee on the Aging, OEO stated:
No employment program can go to the
heart of the problem of poverty among these
aged people. Such a program thus cannot
substitute for basic income maintenance
arrangements, operating through the social
security system, the tax structure, or otherwise, which wlll provide those aged who
must or want to retire with the income they
need in retirement.

Accordingly, my amendment directs
the task force to consider changes in the
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Social Security Act, and three proposals
in particular:
First. Substantial increases in social
security benefits; second, broadening the
social security system to include more
retired persons who have no public pensions; third, further liberalization of
the retirement income test under the social security laws.
It is not, of course, intended that these
be the only subjects of consideration by
the task force. They are mentioned only
to insure that the task force give theOl
special consideration. I should like to
point out that I proposed amendments along each of these three lines
when the social security bill was before
us last month-amendments which went
beyond the version eventually enacted
into law in respect to aid for our retired
citizens. Careful study of these proposals by this task force should help
the Congress give them due consideration when they next are proposed.
My amendment goes beyond the mandate of the existing task force by requiring it to make a repOlt to the Director for
transmittal to the President and Congress on or before June 30, 1966. This
guarantees that the efforts of this exceptionally well qualified group will be readily available to the Congress as it
continues its discussion of measures to
aid our senior citizens.
I must say that I am among the first
to recognize the difficulties inherent in
trying to devise programs to specifically
aid the elderly poor under the Economic
OppOltunity Act. The principle beyond
the Economic Opportunity Act is that a
sensible outlay by the Government can
convert people who are now tax eaters
into taxpayers. With those who are beyond normal working years there is a
serious problem in putting this principle into practice. But, I suggest, there
are ways that the lives of the elderly
poor can be made more constructive and
meaningful. Mr. Shriver has already
suggested a foster grandparents program, to utilize the talents of our older
citizens in enriching the lives of neglected and unwanted children. This is
an excellent idea, and I hope the task
force on the problems of the elderly poor
will spell out in detail how this program
can be put into operation in the very near
future.
I know I believe the Senate should pass
this amendment and fight to hold it in
conference, so as to put certain elements
at OEO on stern notice that the elderly
poor deserve the very best from the war
on poverty.
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield for a question?
Mr. PROUTY. I yield.
Mr. NELSON. This provision, I take
it, would give a statutory status to the
committee that has already been appointed.
Mr. PROUTY. That is correct, and it
would also require that the report be
submitted to Congress.
Mr. ANDERSON. Why does this provide for a special study of the elderly
poor when the Senate has a committee
on it and the House has a standing COOlmittee on it? The Senator states that he
is going to investigate the elderly poor.

Does not the Senate have a ComOlittee
on Aging and does not the House have
one also?
Mr. PROUTY. This would be in the
executive branch, and the study would
be in relation to the poverty program.
The amendment does not add anything
new. It merely gives statutory authority to a task force presently in existence,
and requires that the Director submit
its report to Congress.
Mr. ANDERSON. Do I lmderstand
correctly that Sargent Shriver's office is
now studying substantial increases in social security benefits? Is that not what
the resolution calls for?
Mr. PROUTY. Yes, that is what this
amendment calls for.
Mr. ANDERSON. He does have?
Mr. PROUTY. OEO has rightly recognized the close relationship between
social security benefits and poverty
among the elderly poor.
Mr. ANDERSON. I should like the
Senator to answer It this way. Does
Sargent Shriver's office now have a committee studying substantial increases in
social security benefits?
Mr. PROUTY. He has a task force
studying the problems of the elderly
poor.
Mr. ANDERSON. He does have?
Mr. PROUTY. It is studying the
whole broad area of poverty among the
elderly. I do not know whether it is
specifically studying the relationship between social security benefits and poverty
among the elderly, but I believe it should.
Mr. ANDERSON. Social security is
not necessarily a whole broad study of
poverty.
Mr. PROUTY. No, but any meaningful study of the poverty problems of the
elderly necessarily involves social security benefits and coverage.
Mr. ANDERSON. Ordinarily, this is a
province of the Ways and Means Committee of the House and the Finance
Committe of the Senate. I am wondering why Sargent Shriver is going to begin
a study of social security benefits.
Mr. PROUTY. The only purpose Is
to consider the poverty problems of the
elderly, and those problems are in part
related to social security.
Mr. ANDERSON. It states here, "(c)
further liberalization of the retirement
income test under the Social Security
Act:' That is the function of the
Standing Committee of the Senate and
the Standing Committee of the House.
Mr. PROUTY. This amendment
merely gives statutory authority to a
task force which is already in existence,
and requires that the Director of OEO
submit a report to Congress. If legislation is involved, it would be referred to
the appropriate legislative committees of
Congress.
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, let me
say at this point that the OEO does have
a committee studying conditions of the
elderly poor. It is a committee appointed
by the Director. This gives it statutory
status. I am willing to accept the
amendment and take it to conference.
Mr. ANDERSON. Would the Senator
in charge of the bill answe~' a question
or two about that?
Mr. NELSON. Yes.
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Mr. ANDERSON. The Senator has
just stated that the OEO has a committee
now making a study of social security?
Mr. NELSON. No, I did not say that.
I said that a committee is studying, I
understand-I aOl informed-I am advised-that they have such a committee
studying problems of the elderly poor.
What aspects of those problems they are
going into. I do not know. This provides
for a study of a substantial increase in
social security benefits.
Mr. ANDERSON. That is the function
of the Ways and Means Committee of the
House and the Finance ComOllttee of
the Senate. Therefore, is that subject
not receiving adequate attention at the
present time by these cOOlmittees? I invite the Senator's attention to the fact
that the Finance ComDlittee had 30 days
of hearings, and 25 days in executive
session covering problems of the elderly
poor and elderly care.
Mr. NELSON. I believe that the Senator from New Mexico is directing his
questions to the wrong source.
Mr. ANDERSON. The Senator from
Wisconsin indicated that he would accept
the amendment of the Senator from
Vermont.
Mr. NELSON. All I said was that the
director already has appointed, I understand, an advisory committee to consider special problems of the elderly poor,
to make recommendations for their inclusion in programs under the act.
Mr. ANDERSON. The Social Security
Act does not come under this act, but
the pending amendment does.
Mr. NELSON. Perhaps the Senator
from New Mexico should offer an amendment to strike out the specification of
"social security benefits."
Mr. ANDERSON. I do not know about
that. I wonder why the Senator would
take this amendment to conference without knowing what is in it.
Mr. NELSON. We accepted it for various reasons, one of the reasons being that
it is getting very late.
Mr. DOUGLAS. Mr. President, will
the Senator from Wisconsin yield?
Mr. NELSON. I yield.
Mr. DOUGLAS. Do I understand correctly that the Senator will accept the
amendment in order to take it to conference?
Mr. NELSON. That is correct.
Mr. DOUGLAS. The term "take it to
conference" has the usual Senate connotation, does it not?
Mr. NELSON. Well, we can continue
with additional amendments, let me say.
Mr. ANDERSON. I believe that the
Senator from VerOlont is probably making a mistake in including social security
benefits in his amendment. It is perfectly proper to direct attention to problems of this kind, if the OEO has such
a committee. I wish the Senator from
Virginia [Mr. BYRD] were in the Chamber, to hear what he would have to say
if someone were to walk into his territory.
Mr. NELSON. Would the Senator
from Vermont be willing to strike out the
specifications of the words "social security"-that would be on lines 9 through
15 on page 2?
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Mr. ANDERSON. I invite the attention of the Senator from Wisconsin to
section (c) where it states, "further liberalization of the retirement income test
under the Social Security Act."
This matter was, as the Senator from
Illinois has just put it, just accepted and
taken to conference.
Mr. PROUTY. Let me say to my
friend the Senator from Wisconsin that
I am willing to delete those lines, but it
would be done with the understanding
that he is doing something more than
simply taking it to conference. I thought
that the Senator had already accepted
my· amendment a few minutes ago.
Mr. NELSON. I told the Senate that I
would accept it. I do accept it. I am
merely substituting for the Senator in
charge of the bill, the Senator from
Michigan [Mr. McNAMARA], who will be
the one to take it to conference.
Mr. PROUTY. Mr. President, I modify my amendment by striking out the
sentence that begins on page 2, line 9,
and ends on page 2, line 16.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator has a right to modify his amendment: If there is no objection, the
amendment is so modified.
Mr. CASE. Mr. President, will the
Senator from Wisconsin yield?
Mr. NELSON. I yield.
Mr. CASE. I should like to make this
inquiry as to whether the amendment,
as modified, is subject to the same deprecatory comment of the Senator from
Illinois about being "talcen to conference," or whether we really mean to acceptitnow?
Mr. NELSON. I believe that the
amendment as modified is a very fine
amendment.
Mr. CASE. I thank the Senator very
much.
Mr. ANDERSON. May I express my
appreciation to the Senator from Vermont. I appreciate very much what he
has done.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is all
time now yielded back?
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, I yield
back the remainder of my time.
Mr. PROUTY. Mr. President, I yield
back the remainder of my time.
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
The
question is on agreeing to the amendment, as modified, of the Senator from
Vermont [Mr. PROUTY].
The amendment, as modified,' to the
committee amendment was agreed to.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
bill is open to further amendment. If
there be no further amendment to be
proposed, the question is on the engrossment of the amendments and the third
reading of the bill.
Mr. CARLSON. Mr. President, before
third reading, let me say that I have
no amendment to offer, but it was suggested that we ,have a quorum call before third reading, and on that basis I
suggest the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will call the roll. '
The legislative clerk proceeded to call
the roll.
Mr. LAUSCHE. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the order for
the quorum call be rescinded.

SENATE

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. LAUSCHE. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that I be granted 5
minutes to express my views on the bill
generally. I do know that 1 hour of debate has been allocated on the bill, but
there are other Senators who wish to
speak.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection-Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, I yield
5 minutes to the Senator from Ohio.
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
The
Senator from Ohio is recognized for 5
minutes.
Mr. LAUSCHE. Mr. President, I contemplate voting against the bill and
should like the record to show my reasons for doing so.
In fiscal 1965, $793 million was spent
by the Office of Economic Opportunity.
The administration asked for $1,500
million for fiscal year 1966, or about 100
percent more than was spent in fiscal
year 1965.
The bill which the administration sent
to the House, for $1,500 million, was
raised to $1,895 million. The bill as it
is before the Senate calls for $1,650 million, which is $150 million more than
the administration requested. I cannot
go along with this unjustified, unreasonable lifting of the expenditure in this
program. I cannot understand how, in
face of our general problems around the
world and the expenditures that are incident to them, we can go on the spending spree contemplated in the bill.
I point out a few aspects of the spending with which I do not agree. It is conceded that for every boy or girl taken
into the Job Training Corps there will be
spent an average of $4,400 for a period
of 9 months of training. The advertisements calling upon these boys and girls
to enlist state "Join this Corps. Travel,
study, work, with pay."
For each enrollee there is spent $4,400.
The enrollees are the dropouts from our
normal schools. My query is, How can
we justify spending $4,400 for a 9-month
period, to take care of a dropout, when
in Ohio it is possible to send a boy or
girl to practically any college within the
State-and it has 54 colleges-on an expenditure that averages about $2,100?
For the dropout it is $4,400 a year. For
the enrollee in our colleges it is about
$2,100 per year.
For 2 days we have been listening to
arguments. The arguments have not
been about the poor, but about who is
going to control the loot. The Governors
of the States and the mayors of the
municipalities begged to have the right
to say what the Washington Government might do \Vithin the States and the
municipalities. Their request was fair
and reasonable. Washington wants full
and unlimited control without the States
or cities having any word in the matter.
Washington's position is wrong and that
of the States and cities is right.
It has been pointed out that all but one
Governor voted for the veto power in
the Governors. After 10 years of attendance at Goven10rs' conferences, my
experience shows that nowhere do the
Governors speak the truth with greater
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intensity, free from politics, than they do
at the Governors' conference. There
they are free from political domination.
There they express their individual
views. All but one Governor said the
Governors should have the veto power.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
time of the Senator has expired.
Mr. LAUSCHE. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that I may have 3
additional minutes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection? The Chair hears none, and
it is so ordered.
Mr. LAUSCHE. When they asked for
the veto power and asked for the responsibility, it was not rejected by Washington. For a Governor to say, "I turn
down an application for Federal money"
requires great courage and integrity.
Governors took that position. In my
whole political career I have never seen
a program so loaded with the ability of
political manipulation and deviousness.
The programs general objective is good
but its cost of administration is indefensibly extravagant. I cannot vote
for it.
I yield the floor.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
committee amendment bill is open to
further amendment.
Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that I may speak for
2 minutes before the third reading, in
order to simplify the time of the Senate
later.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection? The chair hears none, and
the Senator may proceed.
Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, I
have great respect for the distinguisl1ed
Senator from Ohio, who has pointed out
the real, basic problem in the bill as it
is presented to us. We have not had
any fruitful amendments accepted to
cure the defects that were mentioned.
We are ballooning-not merely expanding-the proposed expenditures on this
program without solving the administrative problem.
For these reasons, plus the statement
which I understand the distinguished
Senator from 111inois [Mr. DIRKSEN), our
great leader, will make on the bill, I
merely wish to say that I cannot support
the bill in its present form.
In order to outline clearly one of the
reasons, I refer to an editorial published
in the Denver Post of August 13. It is
headlined "Brighter Side of Poverty Program." It discusses one of the Job Corps
camps in our State:
Of all the boys received at Collbran, about
one-fourth have quit and gone home-some
because of homesickness, some because of
family emergencies,some because they just
didn't like it.
One youth who beat up another corpsman, without provocation, was discharged.
He happens to live in Denver, most corpsmen
are from outside Colorado.
There have been occasional problems: a
fight between two corpsmen in Collbran; attempts by underage boys to bUy beer and
liquor; the heterogeneous racial composition
of the camp. But the project supervisor, R.
W. (Bob) Jennings of Grand Junction, is
"well pleased."

I say to Senators that until we can do
better than that, I am unwilling to see
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$1,650 million of taxpayers' fun,ds spent
without curing the problem.
I ask unanimous consent that the entire editorial be printed in the RECORD
at this point.
There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be plinted in the RECORD,
as iollows:
BRIGHTER SIDE OF POVERTY PROGRAM

TIle war on poverty has both ups and
downs and, by the nature of things, there
Is bound to be more griping about fallures
than cheering about successes. It seems appropriate, then, to note that a once-controversial poverty project in Colorado has
achieved at least tentative success.
The Office of Economic Opportunity opened
Colorado's first Job Corps camp near Collbran, in Mesa County, late in May. The site
was picked by OEO in Washington and approved by Gov. John Love in spite of some
protest in the community.
Now, as the end of the third month approaches, the camp seems to have shaken
down qUietly and started its important duty:
teaching in the classroom, training in job
skllls, creating recreational areas for publlc
enjoyment, Inspiring young men to break
the old bonds of poverty and ignorance.
There are now about 90 youths, ages 16
through 21, at Collbran. Half stay in camp
for construction work and classes whlle the
others work, under direction of the Bureau
of Reclamation, on pUblic recreational facllities on Grand Mesa.
Of all the boys received at Collbran, about
one-fourth have quit and gone home--some
because of homesickness, some because of
famlly emergencies, some because they just
don't like it.
One youth who beat up another corpsman,
Without provocation, was discharged. He
happens to live in Denver; most corpsmen
are from outside Colorado.
There have been occasional problems: a
fight between two corpsmen in Collbran;
attempts by underage boys to buy beer and
liquor; the heterogeneous racial composition of the camp. But the project superVisor, R. W. (Bob) Jennings of Grand Junction, is "well pleased."
Jennings, a veteran reclamation engineer,
meets regularly with a community committee to talk over problems and "try to head
off any new ones."
Murray Durst, camp director, thinks the
camp is gaining support from the community, though "there are stl1l some questions
on people's minds-you don't just put 90
boys down In a community without haVing
some Impact."
A random sampling of the Collbran community tends to confirm this feeling: that
the camp has gained In acceptance, ranging
from tolerance to good wll!, but nearby residents still have some reservations.
A minister just arrived In Collbran, the
Reverend Max H. Webster, brings with him
some related experiences In Vermont, where
as an administrator for the United Church
of Christ, he participated at the State level
in the poverty program and is famillar
with it.
The outlook at Collbran Is optimistic.
Colorado's second Job Corps camp is scheduled to open near Pagosa Springs this fall.
We hope the young men at Collbran and
their good neighbors wlll continue to make
the experiment work.

Mr. SALTONSTALL. Mr. President,
I believe the Senator from Illinois [lVIr.
DIRKSEN I will wish to speak before the
third reading of the bill. Under an
arrangemen~ with him I agreed to speak
first,
The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time
is under control.

Mr. SALTONSTALL. It makes no
difference whether I speak before or
after the third reading. I ask unanimous consent that I may yield to the
Senator from Kentucky.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, the Senator from Kentucky may proceed.
Mr. COOPER. lVIr. President, during
the debate several Senators have placed
in the RECORD statements indicating that
the Economic Opportunity Act-known
widely as the Antipoverty Act-has
been used in some counties and communities for political purposes.
I have recently received several complaints from Pike County, Ky., stating
that some programs are being used for
political advantages in that county. I
do not know all the facts, but J. have
asked the Director, the Honorable
Sargent Shriver, to make an investigation of these complaints and make a
full report.
I was one of the original supporters
of the bill and its programs. I voted
for the first bill, and I shall vote for the
bill before us. But I want to see it
used for the benefit of the poor, the
needy. the unemployed, the young men
and women, and the aged, and I want
the program to be run without waste,
duplication, and politics,
Mr. SALTONSTALL. lVIr. President,
certainly we all know that there are people in our country who need help in raising their standard of living and in preparing themseives for jobs, and we know
that our Government has a responsibility
to assist them. In helping them we help
our whole country; it is as simple as that.
But while I think we all share a deep
concern for the welfare of all Americans
and are determined to assist them where
assistance is called for, we must see to
it that the money we vote is going to be
used in a meaningful way to help the economically disadvantaged for whom it is
intended. We must see to it that the
programs for which the money is authorized and appropriated are well conceived and carried out, and that they
will actually contribute to a solution of
the problem which disturbs us all.
As a member of the Senate Armed
Services and Appropriations Committees, I know very well that the $1.7 billion which the Appropriations Committee voted yesterday for the Vietnam war
emergency fund, in recommending a
total of nearly $47 billion for support
of the Armed Forces during the current
fiscal year, is only the beginning of what
is going to be required. Our increased
commitments on the international scene
do not mean that we should ignore our
problems here at home. Of course we
should not do that. But we should look
at our programs carefully and make sure
we are spending funds wisely and making every dollar count.
In this connection. I think it is important to point out that the program
before us is not the only one which the
Federal Government is operating to aid
the less fortunate citizens of our Nation.
Already this year we have passed the
elementary and secondary education bill
aimed at help for our disadvantaged
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children, the socialsecUlity amendments bill providing a program of medical care for our older citizens and other
types of public assistance, and a $7.5
billion housing bill giving special aid to
persons who are unable to obtain decent
housing for themselves for one reason or
another. We must consider this proposal
to extend the Economic Opportunity
Act as but one part of the overall effort
being made at all levels of government-local, State, and Federal-to assist persons who are unable to help themselves.
Two main considerations lead me to
vote against this bill in its present form.
First, I think that it is not wise to
double expenditures for a program which
has been as Widely criticized as this one
has, and which, it is generally conceded,
has revealed many flaws. It is true that
this is a relativelY new program which
has had many problems to resolve before
it could operate smoothly and efficiently.
But that is more reason to move slowly.
Certainly it is not time to double the program which to date has received mixed
reaction at best. Rather we should continue it at its present level, with an eye
to making improvements where theY
should be made. Once there is evidence
to show that improvements have been
made, then we can consider broadening
the scope of the program. To double
the money first and then try to improve
its administration, is to put the cart before the horse. Again I emphasize the
prospects of sharply increased requirements for Vietnam and the necessity
for holding the line and making every
dollar count in our various domestiC
programs.
Second, I am much disturbed by the
action of the committee and of the Senate in eliminating the power of the Governor to veto projects in his State which
he thinks unwise. The Senate has been
evenly divided on this point, indicating
that there is a good deal of support for
the veto power, which was deleted by
only one vote in committee and which
has failed to be put back into the bill
on this floor on a tie vote. Last year, as
my colleag'ues will recall, the Senate
voted 80 to 7 in support of an amendment giving the Governor the authority
to veto certain projects under title I and
title II of the act.
We have discussed this issue at length
here, and I shall not go into it again, except to say that this power has been exercised only four times to date by the
Governors ofAlabama, Florida, Montana,
and Texas, I have seen no evidence to
indicate that any of these disapprovals
was made irresponsibly. Then, too, we
must remember that the Governors
themselves have expressed their support
f.or the veto power, because it helps to
insure that programs carried out at the
community level will be coordinated with
other local, State, and Federal efforts to
combat poverty and to avoid unnecessary
waste and duplication. The Governors
are mere familiar with State and local
problems than are Washington-based
administrators, and therefore are in a
position to make a helpfUl contribution
to an evaluation of proposed programs
within their State.
Certainly they
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should have an opportunity to participate meaningfully in the decisions to be
made.
To summarize my position: I agree
wholeheartedly with the objective of
combating poverty. We all want to do
that. But agreement with the gene~'al
goals. of the bill does not mean agreement with the means by which it is proposed to reach those goals. Huge sums
are going to be needed to carry out our
obligations in Vietnam and thus to build.
we hope, our security here at home.
That requires close scrutiny of other proposed expenditures. Many other existing major Government programs are assisting our citizens who are worthy of
our help, and what is proposed here is
not a continuation of this program at
the same level, but a doubling of the program authorization. even though reaction to the on-going program has been
mixed at best. For these reasons, and
. because I am deeply distressed by the
removal by the Senate of the veto power
of the Governor over most programs.
this power to date has been used neither
often nor arbitrarily; thus I feel that I
must vote against the bill.
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
The
question is on agreeing to the committee
amendment in the nature of a substitute,
as amended.
Mr. DIRKSEN. Mr. President, a parliamentary inquiry.
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
The
Senator wlII state it.
Mr. DIRKSEN. Where are we as to
time on the blII?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question before the Senate is on agreeing to the adoption of the committee
amendment in the nature of a substitute,
as amended, preliminary to third reading and passage of the bilI.
Mr. President, I
Mr. DIRKSEN.
thought that earlier in the day a I-hour
target was established as a limitation
for discussion on the bill.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator is correct. The Senator now
has 23 minutes.
Mr. DIRKSEN. Mr. President, by
agreement with the distinguished majority leader, could that time be expanded if necessary?
Mr. MANSFIELD. That is correct.
Mr. DIRKSEN. I expect to take a little longer, and therefore I hope that the
time limitation can be lifted.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
make that unanimous-consent request.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
The question is on agreeing to the
committee amendment in the nature of
a substitute, as amended.
The committee amendment in the nature of a substitute, as amended, was
agreed to.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question is on the engrossment of the
amendment and the third reading of the
bill.
Mr. DIRKSEN. Mr. President, it appears to me that what is proposed today
is probably the fourth or the fifth layer
of frosting on the poverty cake.
Frankly. I am not intrigued by the
title that is appended to the hearings

in connection with the bill: "Expand the
War On Poverty." That is not a very
felicitous term. How can we talk about
war on a domestic situation in our own
country?
Today the world is pretty well beset
with war. There is Vietnam. The California imbroglio is referred to as war.
There is an untoward situation in the
Dominican Republic. Things are not
tranquil and quiet in the Congo.
And somehow the word "war" is being
used indiscriminately on both the domestic and foreign fronts in connection with
the problems and challenges that are
before us.
I am willing to vote untold sums to
eliminate poverty. But I am not willing
to vote untold sums for any kind of program that is unorganized, disorganized,
unbalanced, and which. from the standpoint of results, has not yet demonstrated its worth.
The bill is not our first effort in the socalled campaign against poverty. We
started with the Area Redevelopment
Act. As I recall, we expended $302 million for that purpose. Everyone knows
that the program was deficient. It became a bit of a scandal. The reason it
became a bit of scandal was that such a
large percentage of the available money
was devoted to the business of building
hotels, motels, and ski jumps that no one.
honest with himself, could ever say was
a very efficient operation in dealing with
the question of poverty.
Then we came to layer No. 2 in the
way of frosting on the cake. That was
the Public Works Acceleration Act of
1962. When we were through, we had
expended $863 million. The idea was
to make inducements to accelerate public works to provide jobs for people.
When we were through with that expenditure, nobody was prepared to demonstrate that it was an effective operation.
Then we came to the third layer of
frosting on the poverty cake in the form
of the so-called Appalachian Regional
Redevelopment or Development Act.
That act was finally approved in this
year of 1965. We have approved for
that purpose $1 billion. Up to this good
hour, I have heard very little about the
results. I became extremely curious
today about letters that have been coming to me from the suburban areas of
Chicago and from Chicago itself. One
letter in particular from a friend of mine
said:
\Ve are having a great Influx of people from
the Appalachlrn area, and our problem Is
how to urbanize these rural people and fit
them Into the scheme of things here.

If anybody has anything to offer by
way of a tangible demonstration of efficient results, I am prepared to wait for
it, but frankly I have not seen it.
So after $302 million, $843. million,
and $1 billion, it is no wonder that the
title on the hearings on the bill that is
before us: "To expand the war on poverty,"
The phrase "To expand the war" has
a familiar ring, Mr. President. We
started with a few hundred people in
Vietnam. Then we added to them.
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Then it was said the action there had to
be expanded. We are beginning to fill
the coastal plain of Indochina, and
heaven knows how many youngsters
from America will have to be used in the
so-called expansion program.
In that same spirit, I begin to wonder
how much more we shall have to do in
the expansion of the campaign on
poverty.
Now we come to the next layer, the
next frosting layer on the poverty
cake, and that is the subject that is before us now.
Title I of the original bill to combat
poverty and develop economic progress
in this country is now in the House of
Representatives. It
provides
for
grants-not loans-from 50 to 80 percent on a 5-year basis at the rate of $400
million a year. which brings the total to
$2 billion. At the rate of $400 million a
year. it makes $2 billion, according to
the way I learned my arithmetic long
ago.
Title II of that bill provides for loans
for public works and development facilities and guarantees for industrial and
commercial development on a 40-year
basis at 3% percent. It calls for $170
billion during a 5-year period, or a total
of $850 million.
Title III of that bill deals with technical advice and research and provides
$25 million a year for 5 years, or a total
of $125 mlllion.
Title V, which is very engaging, provides for regional planning commissions
at $15 million a year for 5 years, or $75
million.
What is the total amount provided in
the measure that we considered earlier?
It was not $302 million, as in the Area
Development Program. It was not $843
million, as set forth in the Public Works
Acceleration Act. It was not $1 billion,
as we provided in the Appalachian regional development. Instead, it was a
total of $3,015 million.
So today we come to the fourth or
fifth layer on the cake. Once upon a
time. this Republic could afford to waste
its resources. It cannot do so today. In
a competitive world and under the conditions that prevail in this country at
present. It is about time for us to become mindful of our responsibility and
of what the economy of the country can
finally bear.
I suppose everybody who went to grade
school must have heard the stories of
Chicken Little and about the sky falling in. That is what bothers me. We
have been raising these programs
through the Senate and through Congress, and the question is: When does the
sky fall in?
This administration, the Great Society, will be held to accountability. Even
though we vote for these programs on
my side of the aisle, let me make it abundantly clear now that I do not propose
to vote for this bill.
I wiII spend any amount of money if
it is efficiently spent. I will not spend a
dollar of the taxpayers' money for an
inefficient and disorganized enterprise.
Before I am through with my remarks, I
propose to prove that this is an inefficient
and disorganized enterprise.
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If anything, this is a time for frugality and responsibility.
Mr. President, when this is called a
war to expand the war on poverty-(Mr. LONG of Louisiana entered the
Chamber.)
Mr. DIRKSEN. The Senator from
Louisiana would come in right now.
That is good. I hope he will be seated.
Whether we call this a cold war or a
hot war or a lukewarm war does not make
much diITerence. The question is whether this is a campaign for the benefit of
the politicians, whether it is a campaign
to keep the incompetents who administer it, whether it is a campaign for amateurs, whether it is a campaign for the
legion of irresponsibles, or whether it is
a campaign for the social misfits--and I
use the term rather advisedly.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. President, will the Senator yield?
Mr. DIRKSEN. Mr. President, since
it is my friend, the junior Senator from
Louisiana, who has always been so agreeable, I yield.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. KENNEDY of New York in the chair). The
Senator from Louisiana is recognized.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. President, I suggest to the distinguished minority leader that I did not think we had
anything in the program calling for social misfits. I thought that was going
to be in next year's program
Mr. DIRKSEN. Mr. President, how
naive can the majority whip be-the
ranking Democrat on the Senate Committee on Finance? Do not leave, my
friend, the junior Senator from Louisiana. The Senator has no business leaving.
Let me read something. I want to
provide some evidence now. One does
not make assertions without oITering the
evidence.
I read from a news dispatch:

on a farm in Kansas, and looked at a
little creature out there and said, "How
do you expect to get any wool off that
animal?" The man said, "I don't, because it is not a sheep. It is a goat."
That is all the expert knew about it. He
did not know the difference between a
sheep and a goat.
The culture of poverty is a fine sounding phrase, but it will not fool the American people.
I now introduce my second bit of evidence. This is from the Sun Times of
Chicago, one of the really liberal newspapers of the country. This was printed
on the editorial page. It is dated Saturday, August 14.
I first refer to the editorial itself,
which is entitled "View From Poverty
Row" because the editorial refers to a
little weekly paper. This is what the
editorial states, in part:

Secretary of Labor W. Willard Wirtz has
announced today the start of a special program for hiring 2,152 college graduates to
study the culture of poverty.

The evening of Monday, July 26, marked a
new foolish era for Pembroke Township. At
the school, plans were made to hire an outof-town stranger at $200 a week to tell Hopkins Park residents Why they are poor.

Mr. President, I ask my friend the
junior Senator from Louisiana, what
does he mean by "the culture of poverty." We have agriculture. We have
horticulture.
We have silvi-culture.
\Ve have social culture. Now we have
the culture of poverty, according to the
Secretary of Labor. I continue to read:
The cultural training will help qualify
them to counsel disadvantaged youths.

Is that not wonderful? Some 2,152
fine young college graduates, looking like
and Arrow collar ad, coming down here
to get the culture of poverty. And they
will go abroad in the land, in the hinterland, and in the metropolitan centers.
They will talk with people, and they will
say, "Don't you know the culture of poverty?"
The people will say, "All we know is
that we don't have jobs. All we know
is that we owe the gJ.·ocer. All we know
is that we owe the meat market. All we
know is that we owe an installment on
a secondhand automobile." So what is
this business about the culture of
poverty?
It would be like that expert from the
Department of Agriculture who went out

Reprinted below is an editorial by Chester
R. Carter that appeared in a recent issue of

the Pembroke Herald Eagle, of Hopkins Park,
Ill.

Hopkip.s Park is just out of Chicago.
It is a small town with 7,000 people.

Hopkins Park is predominantly Negro.
The editorial states further:
Hopkins Park is a predominantly Negro
unincorporated community in Pembroke
Township, southeast of Kankakee. The rural
townShip has a population of 7,000, about
90 percent Negro. Some residents commute
to Chicago for work.

I do not need to read the remainder
of the editorial. But that is what was
written in the Pembroke Herald Eagle.
Incidentally, the man who edits the Pembroke Herald Eagle is a dining car
steward, I believe on the Rock Island or
the Santa Fe Railroad. He is a very
humble individual who got himself a little newspaper. He titles his editorial
"How To Waste $30,000,"
The editorial reads in part:

Is that not marvelous? They need an
expert from away oIT somewhere, hundreds of miles, to come to the town and
tell people why they are poor.
The editorial continues:
Robert Creamer, field representative for
the Illinois Office of Economic Opportunity,
stated that this $30,000 must be spent by
counting the number of people who Ilve here,
surveying the road conditions, and asking
people why they are poor.

That requires a brain. That requires
almost the last word in computers, to go
out there to ask people why they are
poor.
The editorial continues:
Any fool walking or riding around Hopkins
Park cn,n see Why the people are poor. They
are poor because there is no payroll here.

Mr. President I ask unanimous consent
that the entire editorial be printed at
this point in the RECORD.
.
There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
VIEW FROM POVERTY Row
Reprinted below is an editorIal by Chester
R. Carter that appeared in a recent issue of
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the Pembroke Herald Eagle of Hopkins Park,
Dl.

Hopkins Park Is a predominantly Negro
unincorporated community in Pembroke
Township, southeast of Kankakee. The rural
township has a popUlation of 7,000, about 90
percent Negro. Some residents comnlute to
Chicago for work.
We have reprinted the editorial as an example of the opinion of persons close to and
concerned about nonurban poverty and what
Is needed to abolish It. The owner of the
paper, Ozroe Bentley, Sr., is a steward on the
Santa Fe Railroad.
The people of Hopkins Park have been tryIng to Interest officialdom, State and National, in their plight. They need better
roads to attract industry. 'They hope for
help from the Federal Area Redevelopment
Administration. Now they are about to be
exposed to .the bureaucracy that goes with
such help.
The war on poverty can't be won in Washington or with Washington dollars alone. It
needs the spirit of old-fashioned individualism expressed in the Pembroke Herald
Eagle, and we calI attention to this particular instance in the hope that publicizing
it might help.
The editorial follows:
"HOW TO WASTE $30,000

"The evening of Monday, July 26, marked
a new fooUsh era for Pembroke TownShip.
At the school, plans were made to hire an
out-of-town stranger at $200 a week to tell
Hopkins Park residents Why they are poor.
Robert Creamer, field representative for the
Illinois Office of Economic Opportunity,
stated that this $30,000 must be spent by
counting the number of people who live
here, surveying the road conditions, and asking people why they are poor. Any fool
walking or riding around Hopkins Park can
see why the people are poor. They are poor
because there is no payroll here. This $30,000
could be better spent by buying land and
offering it on a lO-year taX-free basis as a
lure for several corporations to locate plants
and factories here, the same as the Southern
States do.
"With 800 or 900 men and women from
the Hopkins Park area making $75 or $100
a week, poverty would vanish in this community. Gary, Ind., was nothing but a
mudhole until the steel mill located there.
Hopkins Park will forever be a mudhole
until there Is a $50,000 or $60,000 payroll
here. What eliminates poverty? Nothing
but money, n,oney, money. How can people
have money? By working. How can people
work? By having a job to go to that pays a
decent wage.
"We need a foreign director at $200 a
week like we need a hole In the head. What
we need to do is to bUy land and send one
or two men over the country to tell companies the advantages of locating here, then,
the money will be welI spent. If, after this
grant Is spent, the people of Hopkins Park
are still eating beans and the kids are just
as raggedy, it will have all been In vain.
"The men and women working for this
grant are well meaning, but do not understand tile crux of this problem. The problem Is to get money Into the pockets of
people who live in this area on Friday nights,
not building day schools and clinics.
"First things first-roads, factories, bank.
then a day school, etc. This $30,000 looks
like a pork barrel, with more to come.
"This community needs a man that knows
how to go out and bring business here."

Mr. DIRKSEN. Mr. President, $30,000 is to be spent in Hopkins Park to
ask the people why they are poor.
They did not ever have to come around
and ask me back in the days when we
were an orphan family because my father
died when I was 5, and there were four
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of us kids. Believe me, the going was operate a Job Corps project at Camp
difficult. We did not go to the Govern- Breckenridge and to furnish legal servment. We did not go to the state. We ices to the Corps members.
did not go to the supervisor and say,
I thought these were young fellows.
"You ought to build a recreation hall About the only interest they would have
here, and then all of us kids can get jobs, in a lawyer would be how to get out of
even if it is nothing more than bearing the place, if they wanted to, and how
water to those who mix the mortar and they could break a contract and still
lay the brick, and we will get out of this collect from the Government.
mess."
NIl'. MILLER. Mr. President, will the
We did not ask anybody. We made it Senator yield?
on our own. And we did not ask anyMI'. DIRKSEN. Oh, no; this is too
body to shell out $30,000 of the tax- good.
payers' money to come around, my
I wisll they had had that in World War
friend, and say, "Why are you poor?" Is I, when I was slogging through the mud
that not marvelous? That is a ducky of the western front, so I could say,
thing-tied up with the Office of Eco- "Where is my lawyer?"-knowing my
nomic Opportunity-and that is the bill lawyer was hired at public expense to
that is pending before us at the present loole after me, to see that I was paid
time.
what was owed me and to see that I did
Let me take a look at something else, not have any onerous burdens put upon
because I see that my distinguished me as a soldier that were not called for.
friend from Kentucky is present. This
But the Job Corps boys are going to
letter I received from a very distin- have legal advice e,t the cost of the
guished lawyer in Illinois. He wrote it Government.
to a citizen who, for all I know, may be
Did Senators ever hear of anything so
a trustee of Southern Illinois University. ducky? Never in any of the halcyon
Mr. President, I ask unanimous con- days of Kansas was there anything so
sent to insert the entire letter in the sweet and grandiose as this.
RECORD.
Now m~ evidence is in the form of a
There being no objection, the letter release from the Office of Economic Opwas ordered to be printed in the RECORD, portunity, the Public Affairs Division:
as follows:
July 21, 1965, Gary, Ind. (Conduct and
PEORIA, ILL.,

August 13, 1965.

The Honorable JOHN G. GILBERT,
Cardondale, Ill.

DEAR SENATOR GILBERT: I am writing you
in a matter which you probably ought to discuss with President Morris of Southern llIlnois University. I have learned that Southern Illinois University has entered into a contract with the Office of Economic Opportunity to operate a Job Corps project at Camp
Breckenridge and furnish legal services to the
Job Corps members.
Wouid you ascertain if the charter of the
university permits It to practice law, for that
is precisely this situation. I know you are
a "fan" of the university by residence and
family connections, but it seems to me this
is a flagrant violation of the prohibition
against any corporation, inclUding Southern Illinois University, from practicing law.
I think this is a matter that should be considered thoroughly by the Illinois State Bar
Association with the end In view of taking
the most extreme action in the courts or
otherWise, or through the trustees of your
university, or any other lawful means, to
prohibit this socialistic practice of law.
Let me have your comments on this matter
after you have had an opportunity to present
the matter to Dr. Morris. I am sending a
copy of this letter to Senator EVERETT M.
DmKsEN, a member of our ll1inols State Bar
Association and duly licensed to practice law
in Illinois, for I feel that perhaps. as bUSy
as he is, this situation may have escaped
his careful attention. The Government has
now proscribed the medical profession and
this kind of invasion is just a foot in the
door. The Federal Government, it should be
said, is not above the law, either. The larger
principle Involved is the taking over by the
executive department a supposediy independent jUdiciary.
Very truly yours,
HUDSON R. SOURS.
(Copies to Senator EVERETT M. DmKsEN
and Peter Fitzpatrick, Esq., president of Illinois State Bar Association.)

Mr. DIRKSEN. But the question he
raised is this: The University of Southern ~linois has been given a contract by
the Office of Economic Opportunity to

Administration) -

Then the telephone numbers appear
on this release, in case one wants to call
them.
It states:
A $52,018 Federal grant will give 480 teenagers from needy Gary, Ind., families an
intensiVe "preview of occupations" this
summer.
Sargent Shriver, Director of the Office of
Econcmlc Opportunity, announced the community action award today to the Lake
County Economic Opportunity Council.

Mr. President, I shall put the rest of
the release in, but let me read this part:
Trustees to let the boys and girls, 13 to 15
years oid. watch employees at work In a wide
range of occupations and help the,youngsters
arrive at tentative but realistic career goals.
The previewed occupations will embrace
fields ranging from trucking to choreography
and from graphic arts to oil refining.

Four hundred and eighty teenagers,
boys and girls, are to go.
"Boys and girls, we are going to take
you out and let you look ut the work."
I remember the fellow who said, "I am
fascinated by work. I can sit here and
look at it all day."
So they are going to preview trucking.
That is going to be good for a 13-year-old
girl, is it not? Whoever ~s there will say,
"Sugar, take a look now. You are age
13. How would you like to be a truckdriver?"
As to the little boy, they have instructions now to show him choreography. If
the dictionary is right, choreography
means dancing, but partiCUlarly ballet
dancing. So one of these officials will
say, "NOW, we are going to take you some,,;here to show you how they dance, and
you will see them up on their tiptoes.
This is a preview of an occupation.
Do not forget that the Federal Government is paying $52,000 for it, but they
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are going to preview those occupations,
whether it be truckdriving or ballet
dancing, or whatever. They are going to
say to them, "Maybe you would like to
get into the graphic arts or oil refining."
Mr. President, I know industry can be
talked into supporting this kind of thing,
but fancy spending public funds for it.
I ask. unanimous consent to have the
release plinted in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the release
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
[From the Office of Economic Opportunity,
Public Affairs. Washington]
CONDUCT AND ADMINISTRATION
GARY, IND., July 21, 1965.-A $52,018 Federal grant will give 480 teenagers from needy
Gary, Ind., families an Intensive "preview
of occupations" this summer.
Sargent Shriver, Director of the Office of
Economic Opportunity, announced the community action award today to the Lake
County Economic Opportunity Council.
More than 50 major businesses, industries.
and pUblic agencies In the Chicago-Gary
area have been enlisted by the Gary Board
of School Trustees to let the boys and giris,
13 to 15 years oid, watch employees at work
in a wide range of occupations and help
the youngsters arrive at tentative but realistic career goals.
Daily field trips will be supplemented by
vocational counseling sessions.
The previewed occupations will embrace
fields varying from trucking to choreography
and from graphic arts to oil refining.
Among the cooperating companies are
United States Steel, American Oil, Shell Oil,
General Motors, John Deere Tractor, Ford,
Zenith, Motorola, Carbon & Carbide, CocaCola, Continental Bakery, Swift Packing.
IBM, Illinois Bell Telephone, NBC-TV, the
Chicago Tribune, the Chicago Sun-Times,
Hart, Schaffner & Marx, and Marshal Fieid.
Haron J. B~ttle, general supervisor of secondary education In Gary, and Louis .A.
McElroy, administrative director of adult
and vocational education, will be program
codlr"ctors.

Mr. DIRKSEN. Mr. President, it is
too bad that one has a memory of things
in this town. I was in the House of Representatives when we approved the
Works Progress Administration-WPA.
They had everything. Finally, they decided something had to be done for unemployed actors and actresses and singers and people in the performing arts,
and they got them started.
They did
it in tents throughout the country. I
remember when they came to Peoria, in
my country. There they were putting
on popuIar plays. Guess what was the
really popular play then. In the University of Michigan there was a playwright by the name of Avery Hopwood,
I believe. The really popular play at
that time was entitled "Getting Gertie's
Garter:' So they played it all over the
country. The second most popular one
was "Up in Mabel's Room." That was
entrancing for rural audiences. They did
not know what to make of this business.
I do nat now how much money we spent
on it, but they had to be employed, and
that is how we wasted our money.
Then, for good measure, we decided to
employ all the artists in the country,
good, bad, and indifferent. I am not
much of an artist, but I know art when
I see it. I remember the little sticker
someone put across a work of art in a
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London museum, "Don't touch with a
cane." Some wag added the words; "Use
an ax." He had a better appreciation
of art than probably some of the other
people did.
I lived to see the day when I went down
on the esplanade, at cne of those temporary buildings, and looked at mountains of art to be given away. Some of
it would make an egg curdle. I had some
of it hanging in my office, and so did
every Representative in those days. I
do not know what became of the rest of
it, We employed the artists, but their
work has faded away as a zephyr in the
evening, with nothing to show for it.
So, now, we have a preview for the
teenager&-13 to 16 years of age: "Boys
and girls, sit down. \Ve are going to
show you how to operate a trucking enterprise. Get yourself a good look. We
will show you choreography. Get yourself a good look. You may be allergic
to ballet dancing, or driving a truck, or
operating a filling station, but have a
look, anyway. Be fascinated just to look
at work."
That is in the official release from the
Office of Economic Opportunity, published under the aegis of none other than
Sargent Shriver.
Our distinguised colleague from
Pennsylvania alluded the other day to
the "Inside Report," written by Rowland
Evans and Robert Novak, under the title,
"Poverty and Politics."
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent to have this article printed in the
RECORD.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
INSIDE REPORT: POVERTY AND POLITICS
(By Rowland Evans and Robert Novak)
Just how antipoverty funds can find their
way Into pa·rtisan polltical action can be
seen In a seemingly trivial incident recently
outside the office of Gov. Wllliam Scranton
in Harrisburg, Pa.
While the legislature debated a motion to
override the Governor's veto of an appropriation in an adjoining wing of the capitol,
200 demonstrators supporting the blll were
stationed at the door of the Governor's office
chanting: "Show your face, show your face."
What makes this demonstration far from
trivial in importance is the fact that the
leader of the demonstrators (all of whom had
bussed their way to Harrisburg from Philadelphia) was Charles Bowser-the aggressive
head of the Philadelphia antipoverty committee.
Poverty officials in Washington had no
knowledge Whatever that Federal poverty
funds were used to pay for the buses. But
in Harrisburg, several of the demonstrators
openly admitted that the Philadelphia antipoverty committee financed the political expedition.
Strangely enough, the target of this particular lobbying expedition was the "item
veto" by the Governor of an Issue that had
no connection whatever with the Federal
antipoverty program. The two items vetoed
by the Governor, adhering to a constitutional
ban on deficit spending, were $10 mllllon
for publlc assistance and $7 million for child
welfare.
For months, the Governor and Democratic·
State legislators had jockeyed back and forth
over these and other appropriations. The
Democrats stayed up nights seeking some
way to embarrass Scranton politically and
make him look like an Ivy League IIerooge.
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When Scranton confronted the Democrats
With his veto, the antipoverty fighters in
Philadelphia organized their excursion to
Harrisburg to coincide with the legislative
debate to override the veto.
Significantly, the demonstrators' first stop
in the capitol was not the Governor's office
but the Democratic caucus room. They held
a rally there and heard Democratic Representative Joshua Eilberg, the house majority
leader, deliver an emotional attack on
Scranton.
The demonstrators next moved into the
ornate, mahogany corridor outside the Governor's office and began chanting, "Show
your face."
In due course, Bowser and a couple of
other demonstrators were invited Into Scranton's office (actually they never had asked
for an appointment). Scranton again explained the constitutional reasons why he
had to veto the two items. Whereupon the
buses were loaded and returned to
Philadelphia.
Sargent Shriver, the antipoverty chief,
knew nothing about this until he received a
telegraphed complaint on August 3 (the day
of the demonstration) from Pennsylvania's
Secretary of State John K. Tabor.
Acting on Scranton's orders, Tabor declared:
"We fUlly support the right and duty of
the people, rich or poor, to support or oppose any State action, but we strongly object
to antipoverty personnel, paid with Federal
funds, mobilizing and leading such an
effort."
Tabor noted that Shriver's own regulation
No. 23 prohibits the use of poverty funds,
"for any partisan polltical activity or to
further the election or defeat of any candidate to public office."
Shriver's answer to Harrisburg, sent last
Tuesday (August ll), denied that antipoverty funds financed the bus trip. Poverty dollars had been requested for the buses,
his telegram said. This was rejected, he
continued. Shriver stated strongly that he
never would condone such use of poverty
money.
But his reply skirted the question of
Bowser's leadership in the demonstration.
Bowser (who gets $17,000 a year) clearly was
violating Shriver's regulation No. 23.
(Bowser said privately later he felt it was
his duty to lobby against tho veto.)
Shriver, of course, cannot be held responsible for every infraction of regUlation No. 23
in hundreds of projects in progress all over
the country.
That's just the point. Both In the congressional act authorizing the program and
in the administrative polley of Shriver's
office, the dogma of "local .control" is enshrined. Local leaders, sagacious or not, are
given a free hand in dispensing a major
Federal program. The ludicrous political expedition from Philadelphia to Harrisburg
once again shows the danger of this policy.

Mr. DIRKSEN. Mr. President, they
got a crowd who were identified with the
Office of Economic Opportunity to go
down and call on Governor Scranton.
The reason for the call was that he had
intended to veto a bill, They did not
wish any part of it.
The leader of the crowd was a man
by the name of Bowser. They gathered
at the Governor's office. What was said?
Did they go in with the proper respect
which citizens should have for their Governor and say to his secretary. "We
should like to see the Governor"? That
is not what they said. They walked into
the State House and shouted, "Governor,
show your face."
The matter was tal{en up with the Office of Economic Opportunity as to
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whether the political vendetta was on
OEO. Is that not wonderful-0EO? I
have encountered all the alphabetical
combinations since we had the New Deal
back in 1932 and I never encountered
OEO. There is something cryptic about
it. It sounds musical. Who knows, it
may be insinuated into the consciousness
of the American people.
But, the crowd went down and said
to the Governor, "Show your face."
When my distinguished friend from
Massachusetts· [Mr. SALTONSTALL], was
the Governor of his great State, what
would he have done had it happened at
that time?
I know what I would have done, and it
would not have been pleasant, but it
would have been necessary in the interest of respect and law enforcementwhich, by the way, is beginning to diminish in this country.
But here was the leader of this group
for the Office of Economic Opportunity.
going down to Harrisburg and trying to
intimidate the Governor of that great
State by saying, "Governor, show your
face."
Mr. President, I will not vote a dollar
for a crowd so lacking in courtesy, so
lacking in respect for the institutions and
traditions of this great country.
What is the rest of the story?
Out in Rock Island, Ill., a representative of the Office of Economic Opportunity came to say to the citizens there,
in so many words, "Come right up to the
trough. It is for free."
The citizens were not particularly
impressed. Finally, this man lost his
patience and he said to them, "What is
the matter with you? Are you not interested in free dough? If you do not take
it, they will take it in Chicago."
We sent a shorthand reporter out there
and he made a transcript of the meeting.
I therefore know what I am talking
about. I am not guessing.
"Are you not interested in free dough?"
Dough-that is a good term, is it not, I
ask my friend the distinguished Senator
from North Dakota [Mr. YOUNG]?
Having been a baker at one time, I
know just what that means. Imagineunder this kind of program.
Now we come to the situation in Ypysilanti, Mich. One of the articles I placed
in the RECORD myself and the other was
inserted by the Senator from Kentucky
[Mr. MORTON], a statement written by
Arthur Amolsch, of Ypsilanti, Mich., on
June 8, 1965.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent to have both statements printed in
the RECORD.
There being no objection, the articles
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
A PROSPEROUS TOWN Is FORCED To ACCEPT
U.S. POVERTY MONEy-ZEALOUS POVERTY
FIGHTERS SAY MICHIGAN'S YPSILANTI TOWNSHIP NEEDS $188,252 To GET ON ITS FEETAND THEY WON'T TAKE No FOR AN ANSWER
YPSILANTI TOWNSHIP, :MICH.-0n January
17, 1965, speaking at Johnson City, Tex., the
President of the same name announced the
approval of 88 new antipoverty grants. One
of them, in the amount of $188,252 was for
a demonstration project in the Willow Village area of southeastern Michigan.
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On January 18, a slim, soft-spoken fellow
named Roy Smith picked up a newspaper and
stared at it incredulously. He had no connection with the war on poverty. He was
and is supervisor of Ypsilanti Township,
which lies in Washtenaw County, the highest income county in Michigan. To be sure,
the subdivisions of Smith's district weren't
comparable to some of the prestige neighborhoods of nearby Ann Arbor, where the
University of Michigan is located. A good
share of his constituents were hourly rated
employees or lower grade executives in the
automoblle industry. But he was certain his
township could boast average family earnings
of more than $7,000 a year. So he had no
connection With any impoverished area,
either.
Even so, he had good reason for being
stunned upon learning Willow Village had
been designated an official poverty area to the
tune Of a sizable hunk of the taxpayers'
money. For one thing, there wasn't any
such place as Willow Village. For another,
where most of Wlllow Village had once existed, the recently built homes and schools,
parks, and glistening new shopping center
stores of Ypsilanti Township were now
standing.
Ironically enough, Roy Smith had been
warned of what was coming. He'd simply
refused to believe it was posslble.
Some 8 weeks earller, he'd received an
inch-thic.k manuscript in the mail, along
with a letter from Mr. Hyman Kornbluh of
the Institute of Labor and Industrial Relatlons--one of the numerous research groups
supported by Michigan's tax-supported universities. "Under separate cover, I am sending you a copy of the proposal we have submitted to the Office of Economic Opportunity
in Washington," the letter had explained.
And It had gone on to request the township's
cooperation in a project of mutual interest.
Roy had begun reading the manuscript.
And in doing so he'd also begun what was
to be, for him, a long, lonely journey into a
bureaucratic-academic fantasyland-a world
where reallty was regarded as of so llttle
importance by officious sounding officials
that he would more than once find himself
doubting his own sanity. What was labeled
a report to the Federal Government from a
famed and respected university sounded
more like some amateur noveltlst's attempt
to write a Michigan version of "Tobacco
Road."
"By almost any standards," the script Insisted, "WllIow V1l!age is an Impoverished
community." Actually, Wlllow Village was
the name of a World War IT housing project
erected for the workers at the big Wlllow
Run bomber plant, a project the Federal
Government had abandoned to be torn down
by Ypsilanti Township and replaced by privately buIlt housing. The name still existed
only on some low-rent but extremely attractive apartments that lay just over the line
in Superior Township. And by any standards whatsoever, income for the designated
area ran well above the national average.
Industry had "passed by the core" of this
"depressed community," the report continued, and the few folks fortunate enough
to find work "were in service and menial
jobS." The truth was that the smoke of five
gigantic automobile factories could be seen
from the area's center, and the personnel
manager of one of them had recently commented that anyone who could pass a physical could find employment there.
"WUlow VUlage is a communtty without
social serVices," the report went blithely on.
"There is no medlcal fac1l1ty, no newspaper,
no self-government, no recreational or CUltural or even entertainment faclllty. There
are no stores in the area, ;lnd schools are a
bus ride away."
Roy Smith had to shake his head hard and
wipa his glasses before rereading that passage. The area not only received the social

services of all Ypsilanti Community Chest
agencies but even contained the headquarters of some of them. Ridgewood Hospital
was just 1 mile to the north, and 3 miles to
the southwest was the Beyer Memorial Hospital to which the township had paid $53,000
last year to guarantee that none of its residents could be denied a bed. Furthermore,
a husy doctor's office shared the new Sunrise
Shopping Center with a supermarket, a discount department store, and several. other
shops, all within sight of a library and a
bowllng alley and some of the parks where
the township's $10,000 summer recreation
program had been carried out. Four differcnt newspapers were delivered daily in the
area. All but a few of the children walked
to school because they lived so close they
were specifically prohibited from receiving
bus rides under Michigan law. And if there
was no self-government, Roy was forced to
wonder, just who the heil had elected him?
Even more fantastic was the constant fiow
of phrases like "the present ghost town appearance" or "brush has overgrown the
streets and roads." The report never quite
claimed the inhabitants of this brush-choked
ghost town were starving. Instead, it suggested "establlshlng a community vegetable
field-to be run by the residents on a cooperative basis-with the produce available
to the residents for their own consumption."
Starving or not, the manuscript noted, the
impoverished people had formed a "selfhelp" group of "about 400 to 500" members
called the Wlllow Run Association for Neighborhood Development--WRAND, for short-and immediately appealed to the University
of Michigan to help them. After a thorough
stUdy, the university was submitting a proposed bUdget covering the community's
needs. What the poor people needed most, it
seemed, was the services of some "professional directors" with salaries up to $11,000
a year. Except for such Items as $8,970 for
the first year's publication of a "community
newsletter" the only thing clear about the
vaguely worded bUdget, all of which was
subject to "university overhead" was that it
was just the beginning. Tile report suggested, for example, that Wlllow Villagc
apartments be granted enough further "title
IV" funds to permit the building of "several
hundred additional units."
Wondering whether to laugh or cry, Roy
Smith closed the book of 90-odd pages and
stared dully at the plywood walls of his
office. He vaguely remembered hearing of
WRAND. Someone had buttonholed him for
a $20 donation the summer before and, believing the group to be a normal C'ommunitybetterment organization, he'd thoroughly
approved of the idea. But the WRAND
headquarters were over in Superior Township
and, as far as he knew, so were its members.
Yet all but a small portion of the area designated in the report was in Ypsilanti Township. Since the accompanying letter said
"a proposal we have submitted," it was apparently too late to keep the university from
making an incredible and perhaps embarrassing blunder. But he telephoned the
man who'd written that letter r.nyway.
"Mr. Hyman Kornbluh? This is Roy
Smith out in Ypsilanti TownShip.. If you're
going to write about this area, why don't you
drive the 10 miles out here and look at it?
That report of yours is just plain garbage."
The voice on the telephone Founded extremely upset, but it finally said something
about "a matter of opinion."
"No, it's not," Roy asserted. "If YOU'd
said there were 'few' stores of 'inadequate'
facilities and so forth, that might be a matter of opinion. When you say there's no
this, that, and the other thing-all of which
are located in the area-there's :10 question
of opinion involved. Look, you come out
here, any time, at your convenience, and I'll
drive you around. I want you to try defend-
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ing that report while you're seeing what's
here with your own eyes."
Hyman Kornbluh finally agreed and promised to call back soon. But that call never
came. Roy showed the weird manuscript to
several citizens allegedly llving in a grownover ghost town. And It ,brought laughter
instead of Indignation from everyone who
read it.
"Why, there isn't an unpaved street in any
of these three subdivisions of ours they've
lIsted," they said. "There isn't a house in
the entire area more than 10 years old:'
"Why worrry about it?" everyone chuckled.
"They'll read that in Washington and toss
it in the nearest wastebasket. The war on
poverty is for places like Appalachia. If
they send someone out here from the Federal Government, then some professors will
have some fast explaining to do. But that's
not your prOblem."
Running into the same reaction everyWhere, Roy Smith soon began wondering if
he wasn't taking the ridiculous report too
seriously. By the time the new year began,
the manuscript was lying forgotten in his
crowded files.
But on January 17-without any attempt
at prior investigation, with entire sentences
from the ghost town report being repeated
word for word in a \Vhite House press release-W11l0w Village was awarded an antipoverty grant.
For 4 full days, Roy remained silent and
did some soul searching, chiefly while walking the streets of what was now an official
poverty area. He didn't dispute the fact
that there were a few scattered folks on those
streets, as on almost all streets, who were
not very well off. Roy wasn't opposed to
the antipoverty program; he was all in favor
of the Government helping poor people in
any way it could.
Back in the depression, as a kid on a Tennessee farm, Roy Smith had eaten Government sowbelly the same as cveryone around
him was doing and had been plenty glad to
get it. He'd come a fair distance from that
Tennessee farm, though. He'd been in tIle
Marines in Worl~ War II and after the war
had attended the University of Michigan on
the GI bill. Then he'd worked in the automobllc industry and, in 1959, had entered
politics where he'd been quite successful.
He Is a moderate Republican and along
with George Romney. was one of the few
members of his party to survive the 1964
Johnson landslide.
But Roy Smith had never forgotten the
depression. If there was the sllghtest chance
that any portion of that $188,252 might
eventually filter down to help folks who
needed it, he certainly didn't want to ruin
that chance.
For 4 straight evenings, at home, with his
wife sensing a crisis and hushing his three
children, he went over the proposed bUdget
again and again. And absolutely nothing
was really being promised there. Beneath
all the long Winded description of what
might be done, the hard fact was that some
nonteaching fellows at the University of
Michigan were being given a good sized piece
of public money to do with as they plcasedas a reward for branding his townshIp a
poverty area. On January 22, he finally telephoned the nearest newspaper and mentioned some of the falsities in the institute
report.
The local papers, pUblished in the shadow
of the powerful university, were extremely
wary of the story. They mentioned only a
few or ROY'S charges, then answered them
with institute statements that "some errors
or detail in describing the physical elements
and popttlation statistics of the area did
occur, b1.1t none of these errors were fundamental."
"wmow Village is, of course, not totally
impoverished," Hyman Kornbluh was quoted
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as saying. "But it does contain pockets ot
poverty."
Smith couldn't help wondering it this
was the same Kornbiuh who'd sent him the
report saying: "By almost any standards,
Willow Village is an Impoverished community." But press objectivity seemed to be
picking up in direct ration to the distance
from Ann Arbor. "Federal Goverwnent says
It's impoverished; area says it's thriving,"
the Detroit Free Press reported. And the
little Redford Record put it even more
bluntly: "U. of M. dreams up poverty ghost
town." But it was a Detroit TV commentator, Larry Carino of WJBK, who got to the
heart of the matter.
He made a very sensible suggestion: "Let
the University of Michigan explain exactly
what It Intends to do with the $188,OOO-or
send It back with apologies."
But the institute parried even this thrust.
"The program has not yet been spelled out,"
Hyman Kornbluh explained, "because the
cardinal polnt of a demonstration project Is
to demonstrate that the community can
assess its own needs." Whether the community had assessed a need for them or not, It
was also announced that the hiring of a
staff of about 12 would begin Immediately.
Supervisor Roy Smith had understandably
expected a cry of outrage to come from the
folks who were being branded Impoverished.
But the Issue had been so clouded and confused by academic doubletalk that only 10
people brought complaints to a townshIp
board meeting on February 2, and most of
these were merely ladles who were miffed because frIends were phoning and offering to
send them CARE packages. Furthermore,
their young township clerk, Tilden R. Stumbo, kept urging them to walt and see.
"Sure, they got the grant by falsifying
a document," he argued. "But some good
could still come of the grant itself-new
roads or parks."
Roy Smith could only hope that none of
the youngsters who might play In such parks
was listening to his elders' moral logic, and
he said as much 2 days later when he got off
a letter to Dr. Harlan Hatcher, president of
the University of Michigan. After listing
two pages of the fraUdulent claims made In
the institute I'eport, then adding that this
was only a sampling, that the entire report
lacked reality, he Invited Dr. Hatcher to tour
the area with him at any time and make his
own comparison. "We teach our children to
tell the truth," he mentioned. "If funds
have been received on the basis of false
statements, those funds should be returned."
Word of the controversy had reached
Washington, but there was stlll no hint that
any investigation would be made. "We
didn't force that money on those people," an
Office of Economic Opportunity spokesman
told newsmen, "They themselves asked for It.
Four or five hundred of them formed this
WRAND organization and requested the University of Michigan to apply for and adminIster the grant in their behalf."
Thus assured, the demonstration project
proceeded as scheduled. The planting of the
communal vegetable garden couldn't begin
until the spring thaw, of course. But canIng itsclf the WRAND Roundup, the "community neWSletter," for which $8,970 of antipoverty money had been allotted In the proposed bUdget, appeared Immediately-with
headlines saying "Who Says Wc're Impoverished," above a story Insisting· the grant
was only an expresslOn of admiration tor
local Initiative. WRAND further explained
on February 8, that the grant was needed because the designated area, although not
really Impoverished, was not being served by
the Ypsilanti Community Chest. On February 9 WRAND announced that yesterday's
press release was "in error" .slnce the area
had always been served by the community
chest.

It seemed strange to Roy Smith, reading
the next day's papers, that an organization
of area residents could make such a mistake.
But before he could carry this curious Inconsistency to Its Inevitable conclusion, he
was Interrupted by something even stranger.
Three gentlemen from the university were
ushered into his office. One was Introduced
as a fUll dean. Another described himself as
merely an observer and was actually, Roy
later learned, a recognized authority on, of all
things, syphlils research. The third, a
plump man wearing the look ot a fellow
being forced to endure petty Indignity, was
the long-awaited Hyman Kornbluh.
'
Instead of discussing the matter In his
office, Roy loaded the delegation Into his 3year-old Chevrolet and spent more than 2
hours touring every street of the alleged
poverty area. He didn't run into any brush,
but he did stop regUlarly to read alOUd, sentences from the report for comparison with
what lay outside the car windows. The dean
made a gallant attempt at keeping the interview genial and friendly, under formidably
difficult circumstances. Chain-smoking nervously, Mr. Kornbluh remained silent most of
the time, as did the syphilis expert. Not
until they'd returned to the township hall
did Roy hear anything resembling an admission that the area wasn't a ghost town after
all.
"Suppose Instead of 'no' stores, we say
'few' stores?" Hyman Kornbluh offered
then. "Suppose Instead of 'no' facilities, we
say 'inadequate' faclllties?"
"Suppose you apologize to the people here
and return the grant" Roy suggested Instead. "If you can get another one by writing an honest report, the best of luck to
you:'
Kornbluh countered with the accusation
that the whole affair was a political pUblicity stunt, asserted that he himself
wouidn't be in politics for anything, and
walked out. That was the last Roy Smith
saw of him.
Roy Smith had some questionnaires made
up to be circulated IIi the designated poverty area, requesting residents to return
them unslgnc<1. He wanted some statistics
on the average Income. and to learn what
percentage favored the grant and how many
were members of the mysterious WRAND
organization that had requested It In the
first place.
On February 16, a surprise resolution was
Introduced ata township board meeting, and
Roy found himself standing totally alone.
Five to one against him, his fellow board
members voted to condemn the poverty label
but to welcome the poverty money.
Everyone seemed to be saying exactly what
Clerk Tilden R. Stumbo had said: "Sure.
they got the grant by falsifying a document,
but let's keep it anyway," including, fantastically enough, the Federal Government
Itself. Because a tall, distinguished-looking
man named William Lawrence was ushered
into the township hall the next day and introduced as a consultant to the community
action program of the Office of Economic Opportunity. And he soon made It clear that
he'd come not as an Investigator but as a
peacemaker.
"I've all'eady been around the area," he insisted declining the offer of another tour
In Roy's Chevy. "Now I want to know what
sort of proposal, satisfactory to you, I can
take to the unlversity, What would satisfy
you, Mr. Smith?"
"Why didn't you make the 2-hOtlr flight
out here before the grant was given?" Roy
couldn't help wondering.
"We're tremendously understaffed." Lawrence explained. "But I want to assure you
and every citizen that no antipoverty grant
wm ever again be given without an on-thespot inspection of the area."
"Michigan has a State antipoverty director," Roy Smith persisted. "Couldn't his of-
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lice have been asked to check out the proposal?"
William Lawrence further explained that
the poverty program permits the Federal
Government to deal directly with universities. After all, he reminded Roy. the original
appeal had come from the area residents
themselves. By reporting on the area and
offering to administcr a grant. the University of Michigan was, In effect the agency
checking out the appeal for the Federal Governmen~.

"Well, now that you've seen the area,"
Smith asked, "What are you going to do
about it?"
Lawrence launched Into an Involved dissertation on the intricacies of antipoverty
grants. Contracts had already been offered
to professional directors it seemed, and other
commltmcnts had been made. But the Office
of Economic Opportunity would most certainly demand that the university correct the
"errors" In the report, "redefine" It and "update" It before "activating" the project.
"Would that satisfy you?" he asked hopefully.
"All that will satisfy me," Roy Smith told
him, suddenly feeling very tired "is the return of any poverty money Intended for
Ypsilanti Township and a public apology to
the people here."
William Lawrence went away worriedly predicting that "the university won't go for anything like that." And the university didn't.
Meanwhile, the Willow Vmage demonstration project had already demonstrated one
thing-the ease with which antipoverty
funds could be obtained. And predictably
enough. what followed was like a run on
the bank. The Waslltenaw County Committee on Alcoholism decided to try for $39,900;
everyone knows poor people drink too much.
The local chapter of the Planned Parenthood League wanted $26,290 because statistics show the Impoverished do something else
too much. The Ypsilanti pUblic schools decided to go all out and ask $375,000 for providing compensatory education for everyone
from deprived preschoolers to the Indigent
aged. Before long, fUlly 20 poverty money
requests were being feverishly prepared, and
a 36-member citizens committee was Itself
requesting $54,501 merely for acting as a
clearinghouse for other requests. All this
was going on in just one county, the highest
income county in Michigan, one of the 10
wealthiest States In the Union.
Nor was the national picture particularly
different. The controversy was bringing Roy
Smith a surprising amount of mall from
people In some farflung places. MinIsters
and other citizens of Chicago and Cieveland
and New York were claiming that their own
antipoverty grants had served no purpose except as patronage plums for local polltical
machines. West Virginians were wrIting to
ask if Roy saw anything strange about the
way the poverty money was being parceled
out. After all, the late President Kennedy's
shock. at What he'd seen upon carrying .his
primary campaign into that State had been
one of the prime factors In creating the national mood that resulted In the war on
poverty. Why then, West Virginians were
wondering, had their antipoverty allotment
so far been little more than $400.000, while
the high-Income State of New Jersey had already received $12Y2 mllllon?
But folks from New Jersey were writing
as well, and they weren't happy with all that
money. People in Mownouth County, for
example, had received a $67,000 grant, only
to learn that $52,000 of it had already been
bUdgeted fOr the salaries and "administration expenses" of the professional directors.
The whole State had been startled to hear
that Antipoverty Director John C. Bullltt
would be getting a salary of $25,000 a year
and would have a pair ot $19,000 assistants.
But Bullitt had Insisted these wage rates were
"not out of line," and In a sense he was right.
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This was less than his poverty-official superiors in Washington were getting and
slightly more than was being paid city poverty officials. In Newark alone there were
seven poverty fighters In the over $10,000
bracket, but the top wage was just $23,000.
Hearing of this. the corps of poverty fighters
assigned to Paterson. where the highest salary was a mere $18,500. were about to request
a pay raise. but they finally decided against
It. After all, the mayor of Paterson was getting only $17,500.
Even so, Roy's chief concern was his own
township, and he was pinning a large share
of his hopes on the president of the University of Michigan. He still expected Dr. Harlan
Hatcher to make a personal comparison of
the' fraudulent report and the area It supposedly described, then crack down on those
responsible with all the righteous wrath that
might be expected of so distinguished an
educator. But on March 2, when Roy Smith
finally received an answer to his letter of
nearly a month earlier. it was the most mystifying and disappointing development of
the entire nightmarish affair. Dr. Hatcher
described himself as "satisfied that the University of Michigan and its representatives
acted In good faith and in accordance with
recognized procedures, both in submitting
the program and In, accepting the grant."
because "many of the alleged errors to which
reference has been made occurred in a background document which was not submitted
to Washington."
Numb with amazement, Roy searched his
files for the original letter from Kornbluh.
dated November 25. It still read, "I am sending you a copy of the proposal we have submitted to the Office of Economic Opportunity in Washington," Just as it always had.
For fUlly 6 weeks the report had been the
subject of incessant pUblic controversy. mentioned in both news stories and editorials.
and Roy himself had discussed it with both
university and Federal Government officials.
At no time in those 6 weeks had there been
the slightest suggestion from anyone that
the background document hadn't been submitted.
"We didn't force this money on those people," the OEO was still telling newsmen.
"They themselves formed this WRAND organization and requested the university's assistance in getting a grant,'·
Pondering that statement that he'd heard
and read so often, Roy Smith suddenly realIzed there was something very strange about
it. Some 257 of the questionnaires he'd distributed had been returned by them. showing
average family income so far of $7.961 in the
depressed community and turning up Just 10
people who approved of the antipoverty
grant. But more interesting yet, only four
people had identified themselves, even unsigned. as members of WRAND. Roy had
met the president and current spokesman of
the group-a young junior high school
teacher named Gerald Foley. But Foley himself admitted he'd joined the group months
after its formation and had taken no part
in the original request to the university. And
the few other WRAND members who could be
located locally said exactly the same thing.
Who. then. had made that request? Who
had started WRAND in the first place?
There was a way to find out. Any such
organization had to file articles of incorporation with the county clerk. and any
citizen had a right to examine those articles.
Roy Smith availed himself of that right.
And all of a SUdden, the whole puzzling business wasn't so puzzling any longer.
The Wlilow Run Association for Neighborhood Development had been founded by just
six people--not one of whom lived anywhere
near the neighborhood they Intended developing, all of whom were well-to-do residents
of Ann Arbor. The self-help group that had
asked ,the University of Michigan to help it
help Itsel! to 60me antipoverty money had
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been formed by one University of Michigan
official, one University of Michigan professor,
two Wives of university professors, one
prominent lawyer and the manager of the
Willow Village apartments-for which additional title IV antipoverty funds had been
suggested in the reSUlting proposal.
At this writing, with the university already
privately estimating its overhead at 32 percent. the antipoverty grant gained by the
invention of an imaginary ghost town is still
in effect. In fact, on April 27-spenking at
Detroit, Mich., and still quoting the falsified
phrases and statistics of a report that was
supposedly never submitted to WashlngtonWar on Poverty Director R. Sargent Shriver,
Jr., threw his personal prestige bEhind the
Office of Economic Opportunity's attempts
to save face in the controversy by pUblicly
praising the Willow Village demonstration
project. (If he'd ventured just 30 miles farther. he might have seen what he was calling
"an urban-fringe pocket of poverty." But he
didn't.) And the OEO is still stubbornly
sticking to Its story that the erroneous background material was not germane to a proposal that "clearly met the criteria for
demonstrations as developed by this office."
But Government glibness no longer bothers Roy Smith the way it once did--chiefly
because his struggle Isn't a lone one any
longer. Roused by the realization that the
entire scheme was both conceived and carried
out by outsiders. the people of the designated
area have begun battling back with every
bit as much Ingenuity as was used in calling
them impoverished In the first place. A
group of them have decided to play the
alphabet game themselves by forming a
rival self-help group called REPLY-which
stands for Return Every Penny and Leave
Ypsilanti-Township. Petitions making the
same demand have so far been signed by 80
percent of the area's residents, and a similar
resolution received an 87'1:z-percent favorable
vote at the annual township meeting. Recognizing the fact that as leaders of the people they'd do well to follow them, four of
Roy's fellow township board members. Tilden
R. Stumbo Included. have reversed their
earlier stand and joined him in demanding
the return of the grant.
To dramatize the situation, signs have
been erected Informing visitors that they
are entering an official poverty area where
their tax dollars are hard at work. And a
young man named Gordon Mattson, chairman of REPLY, even rented a horse and
a Paul Revere costume. then braved a late
snowstorm to go galloping through the
streets Shouting, "The bureaucrats are coming." He was followed by both a honking
motorcade and what seemed an apt symbol
of the incredible alIalr from its clouded beginning to Its as-yet-undetermlned end-a
circus clown.
"Maybe that's the only answer for this kind
of Insanity." Roy Smith laughingly reflects.
"A good sense of humor. But you know what
worries me most? The way that fellow from
Washington acted when he came out and saw
for himself how the Government had been
taken. He didn't g,t mad, and he didn't seem
surprised. He wasn't even interested. All
he kept asking was what would satisfy me-which meant what would shut me up, I guess.
Do you think what happened here could be
the rule and not the exception? That this
sort of thing is going on all over the coun~
try?"
That's an interesting question.
STATEMENT BY ARTHUR AMOLSCH,
YPSILANTI, MICH., JUNE 8. 1965

Mr. Chairman. I would like to begin by
stating the obvious; It Is a tribute to our
country and our form of government that
the minority party in our highest legislative
council can, on its own, search out relevant
testimony on public issues. It is, however.
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unfortunate that the minority party should
have to go outside usual legislative channels
in order to get this testimony.
To Identify myself. I am Arthur Amolsch.
of Ypsilanti. Mich. I teach American history and English at Edmundson Junior High
School, which is about a quarter mile from
Willow Run Village. With me is Gordon
Mattson, who Is a resident of Willow Run
Village and is the chairman of REPLY (Return Every Penny. Leave Ypsilanti). He is
in charge of material followup with the
Fisher Body Division, General Moters, at Its
Willow Run plant. We represent at least 75
percent of the residents of the Ypsilanti portion of Willow Run Village. We are shocked
at the high-handed methods employed by the
OEO in our community.
Mr. Chairman. there can be no doubt that
the Ypsilanti war on poverty-flnanced initially with almost $200,000 of the taxpayers'
money-is a fraud and a disgrace. It is a
fraud because the money was granted under
false pretenses. It Is a disgrace because
(a) those who perpetrated the fraud have
shamelessly played on the understandable
desire of the American people to help the
unfortunate by indUlging in a fantastic
giveaway; and because (b) it reveals extremely sloppy management and administrative procedures on the part of those who are
charged with dispensing public funds under
the avowed aim of promoting economic opportunity. Let me expand on these charges
in the order in which I stated them.
Even a cursory stUdy of the 88-page report
on which this grant is based reveals it to be
possibly the greatest swindle since the Donation of Constantine. This report. entitled a
"Demonstration-Training Community Action
Project for Willow Village, Mich.... was
prepared by the Institute of Labor and Industrial Relations, which Is a combined operation of the University of Michigan and
Wayne State University. In the report's
own words, it was submitted to the Federal
Government by the Institute "In cooperation with the Willow Run Association for
Neighborhood
Development
(WRAND),"
This report is divided into four parts. the
first of which I want to discuss this morning
because It Is In this section of the report
that the institute and WRAND make their
case for Federal funds.
According to this report, the people in Willow Village are "socially isolated. The normal Infrastructure (sic) of pUblic facilities,
local government and community organizations on which self-help depends Is (sic)
either absent or highly disorganized," Further, "Willow Village is a depressed community • • • (which. after World War II) rapidly became a center of hard-core poverty."
"The Village." says the report. "is an unincorporated. urban-fringe area • • • a pocket
of poverty dissociated from the surrounding,
relatively prosperous area,"
We subn:lt. Mr. Chairman, that Willow
Village is not a center of hard-core poverty,
is not a depressed community, and is not an
urban-fringe area-whatever that Is-and
that the people who live there are not socially Isolated. About the only true statement in the general fiction which I Just
quoted you from the report is that Willow
Village Is unincorporated. Actually, no such
place legally exists any longer and a great
many of the residents of the area resent being reminded of what they call "a ghost."
What we shall call-for the purposes of this
discussion-Willow Village, Is primarily located in Ypsilanti Township, a thriving.
growing community in southeastern Mlch!gan. Heavy Industry in the form of General
Motors Corp. and Ford Motor Co., among
others, are located In Ypsilanti Township.
It lies v.1thin 10 miles of two major Statesupported universities.
As soon as the institute report was made
public. volunteers circulated questionnaires
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1n the area to determine some of the economic characteristics of the areas and Its people. Questionnaires were circulated to 524
homes In the area. Two hundred and elghtynine responses were received. This Is, I believe, an overall 55 percent response rate. In
some of the streets conva£sed, the return
was as high as 87 percent, but unfortunately
we were later Informed that In one street a
member of WRAND followed the volunteers
and told the residents not to fill out the
questionnaires. As a result of this blocking
of data gath~ring. in one area only 13 percent
of the questionnaires were returned. Nonetheless, the returns which we have, give, 1
think, a fair picture of the area. These
answers show that 268 own their own homes,
while 20 rent; 259 wanted to return the grant
to the Government, while 12 wanted to keep
it; 129 own 1 car, 73 owr. 2 cars, 13 own
3 cars and 2 families owned 4 cars;
145 famllles own 1 television set, 67 own 2
sets, 5 own 3 sets and 1 family owned
4 television sets; only 11 people living in
the area felt themselves to be Impoverished.
while 29 did not think they themselves were
impoverished, but thought the area was lmpoverlshed. No person or family who was
unemployed returned the questionnairealthough I am sure that there arc some unemployed in the area-and the average family Income of those who returned their sheets
was $7,942 (sic). If the committee wishes,
I can break these figures down by street
later on.
Two members of the Ypsilanti Township
Board of Trustees (inclUding the former
chairman of the board of WRAND who now
has a well-paying job administering the
grant) live in Willow Village. The area is
served by the Willow Run public school system-where I am employed-which employs
over 170 teachers, about hal! of whom have
advanced degrees, and which has a budget of
apprOXimately one and a half million dollars
a year. According to the report, "the schools
are a bus-ride away," yet a brandnew elementary school on the edge of the area has
just been opened this year.
According to the WRAND report, "Willow
Village Is a community without social services," yet WRAND was ostensibly organized
here; the United Fund operates in the area
and the school system provides a school
nurse, an Immunization program, etc. The
WRAND report claims that there Is no newspaper serving the area but both Detroit
dallies and the Ypsilanti P!'ess and the Ann
Arbor News are delivered in the vlllage. The
report states that there is no medical faclllty
but the fact Is that Ypsilanti Township belongs to the People's Community Hospital
Authority which operates a hospital less than
3 miles away. The report blandly states that
there is no recreation or cultural or even
entertainment facility, but the township
and school district operate recreational faclllties including public use of the high schOOl
swimming pool; the two universities in the
area of course operate full-tlme cultural activities and there is among other things, a
major chain motion picture theater approximately 2 miles away.
The report alleges that there are no stores
in the area, yet there is a modern shopping
center right in the middle of the village. As
a matter of fact. a neighborhood grocer
closed his store recentiy because of a lack of
business: suggesting that retailing facilities
are at least adequate.
The WRAND report claims that urban renewal "demolished • • • the community
bUildings • • • the community center
(which is now located In a former schoolbuilding), the schools (there are several)
the gas station (there are three), the grocery
(there is still a small grocery right across the
street from the shopping center), the medical
and dental clinics (both of which are less
than 5 minutes away by car)," This Inaccurate report on which the grant was based

claims, on page 7, that many houses ·a1'e
standing vacant for lack of anyone to move
Into the area; yet, on the same page, It says
that "old residents of the village • • • are
still waiting for a chance to move back."
Which is it? And anyway, why should anyone want to move into a depressed area, if it
really is one?
In the synopsis of the report, the writers
claim that the so-called poverty in Wlllow
Village has produced "a social adjustment to
marginal life: passivity, dependency, and
mistrust in relation to public agencies, withdrawal from the political and cultural life
of the wider community, and an unwllllngness the energy and hope in self-help," But
on page 8 of the report, the writers admit
that "The community spirit of the old Village
remains" and that "there Is a reservoir of
leadership talent in the area." And on page
12, the report adds that the WRAND projects
in the area "demonstrate the remarkable will
of a group at tile bottom of the social, economic, and cultural ladder to invest both
energy and money in their own future,"
It occurs to me that such blatant contradictions could only be written into a report
by a writer who had not the slightest Idea of
what he was doing or else know that he had
contradicated himself but didn't expect anyone to read his report thoroughly before they
granted these requested funds.
On the basis of those contradictions, Mr.
Chairman, the Institute report concludes as
follows: "The Institute believes that Wlllow
Village Is an area of substantial poverty
which should receive Federal assistance
under the terms of the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964,"
It is a disgrace that the Government has
gone ahead and given away $188,000 of the
workingman's money to the Institute without, apparently, verifying either the details
of the report or the credentials of those responsible for It. According to those responsible for this hoax, the Willow Run Association for Neighbor Development, a local community action group, was the source of this
project. The report lmplies that WRAND
Is a local group formed by local citizens with
apprOXimately
500 members.
Actually,
WRAND is nothing more than a front group
formed by 6 Ann Arbor social planners with
a local membership that we have been able
to find about 6-not 600, just 6. I have a
list of the incorporators if the committee Is
interested in their names. One of them is a
Mr. Henry Alting, manager of a group of cooperative apartments which lie within the
area know as Willow Village. When these
apartments were opened for occupancy, an
advertising brochure extolllng their virtues
was published. I would like to quote from
that brochure, a copy of which I have with
me:
"Near recreation areas with-tlsl).lng, swimming, boating • • • easy access to shopping • • • 4 % -acre parkslte adjacent • • •
quiet, safe streets'"
protected play

areas."
"In the Willow Run school dlstrict-whi;:l!
provides elementary, junior high, and high
school-recreation and athletic programs-adult education-year-round swunmlng * ••
library facilities,"
Mr. Chairman, It is not enough just to
know that a fraud has been committed. It
is not even enough to Indict those responsible for the fraud. Responsible leadership
should seek to find the conditions which
enable the fraud to be committed and then
try to correct them. I suggest that fraud
occurred in tbis case because we have been
taking the wrong approach to solving the
complex problems of today which demand
our attention. Like ancient alchemists, we
have sought the magic Ingredient which will
yield us instant wealth and guaranteed happiness. Vie have, of course, failed, for there
is no magic ingredient, no supernatural incantation which when pronounced will do
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away with poverty and need.· But out of the
experlmentation of the past 30 years, we
shOUld at least have learned what sorts of
things wlll not work. We have tried out the
ingredients of what President Kennedy
caustically referred to as the leviathan state.
It Is time we learned that not everything
can be solved by a government spending
program: that, indeed, government spending may often cause more problems than it
cures, not the least of which may be an inefficient or arrogant bureaucracy. Unless we
are willing to believe that the President and
the Office of Economic Opportunity conspired
to throwaway the taxpayers' money-and I
for one am not ready to believe it-then a
rational alternative suggestion as to how all
this money was poured down the rathole is
that a large centralized bureaucracy simply
Is not capable of coping with the problems
which arise at the local level. What we need,
then, are programs which recognize this fact
and proceed to handle problems at the local
level.

Mr. DIRKSEN. Mr. President, someone out there wished to help Willow
Village. Senators remember the Kaiser
Willow Run project during World War
II. Willow Run disappeared. Willow
Village sprang up in its place as a fine
ccmmunity, with paved streets. many
homeowners, schools, and hospitals-and with the largest per capita income
of any place in Michigan; namely. $8,000
a year.
So, down here someone said:
We have a letter from someone up there
signed by 600 people and they feel that the
community has social services.

When the facts were run down, it was
six persons who felt that way, not 600.
However, indue course a grant was
made, originallY $88.000.
Mr. Amolsch writes: "It is a fraud and
a disgrace." I remind the Senate that
Mr. Amolsch is a teacher in the schools
in that area and he should know something about it.
But, there is the whole story. It is unbelievable. They tried to force money
upon Willow Village.
Meanwhile, I received a copy of a
small brochure entitled "A Prosperous
Town Is Forced To Accept U.S. Poverty
Money-Zealous Poverty Fighters Say
Michigan's Ypsilanti. TownsWp Needs
$188,252 To Get on Its Feet-And They
Will Not Take No for an Answer."
Now they have a supervisor. Mr.
Amolsch heard about tWs and he could
not believe his ears. They began to
make an exploration. He finally got
hold of the. chairman of the group who
was trying to force this $188,000 on them.
If I remember correctly, it happened to
be a doctor. He was a specialist in
syphilis. I might as well tell the whole
story. I do not know why I should not.
He called him up and said, "You come
over here." The application said grass
was growing in the streets, that they had
no services; not anything; that the town
was impovelished.
He could not get him to come over. He
forced him to come over. For 2 hours he
drove these people around to what they
thought was an impoverished area.
There was not an unpaved street in the
place. I do not know how it is possible
to grow grass on pavement. Perhaps it
is possible to grow Kentucky Blue Grass
on pavement. I have never succeeded at
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it. They have schools, they have hospitals, they have everything they need.
It is one of the prized communities in
Michigan. However, they were compelled to take the $188,000 whether they
liked it or not.
Why? Because downtown in Washington it was said that every county in
the United States is entitled to at least
one program.
That is a great way to run a railroad,
I must say. Believe me, I am not going
to vote for that kind of business, so help
me.
We have another thing going on here.
In connection generally with these
things I have here an article entitled
"We're Training Them To Train Us." It
was published in the Sunday Star, Washington, D.C., on July 11, and reported
that the United States is training five
persons from India for work in Volunteers in Service to America-that is,
VISTA. It is a part of this program.
The article reported that these Indians
will train for 3 months at St. John's College, then work about a year in our domestic Peace Corps, receiving the usual
living allowance and $50 a month. Harris Wofford, Associate Director of the
Peace Corps, said:
The program is a pilot expel"iment which
could lead to an international peace corps.
While the United states brings foreign students here to train them to train us, we are
sending 93 Peace Corps volunteers to IndIa.

I say to Senators, do not be surprised
if a Hindu shows up in North Dakota to

tell you what is wrong with your community, why you are poor, and why you
should take this free money.
I cannot think of anything sillier. It
has these ramifications. It grows better
as time goes on.
There must be one note of humor in all
this. Bob Hope is quite quick on the
trigger. Bob Hope's latest comment on
poverty is:
From now on it's against the law to be
poor, unless you are a RepUblican, and then
it is expected of you.

When comedians on the stage start
flipping around that way, look out. I
have a great deal of material here relating to what the Comptroller General said
about all these things over a period of
time.
Some of the analysts would never have
been any good in prohibition days, when
near beer was so popular. A wag once
said that the inventor of near beer was
a poor judge of whisky,
I ask unanimous consent to print in
the RECORD at this point "Appendix 1 to
Minority Views on Senate 1648, Summary
of Reports of the Comptroller General of
the United States on the Public Works
Acceleration and Area Development
Programs,"·
I shall let these speak for themselves,
because I shall not detain the Senate
too long. However, we see here an estimate made of how many jobs will be
provided by some of these projects. In
some cases they missed it by 83 percent.
In some cases they missed it by 94 percent.
I ask my friend from Wyoming, How
wrong can they' be? .They had only 6
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percent to go and then they would have minatlon of eligibility of the areas was bebeen out of church in estimating the cause of improved employment conditions,
number of jobs. That is the way it is and the report comments that it appears
the Community Faclllties Administranow in this program. In many com- that
tion or Public Health Service (which handled
munitiesthey cannot get together to find the project) were aware at the time Federal
out who is going to whack up the polit- funds were obligated for the projects that
ical pelf before they are through.
the areas were no longer burdened by subThe clock says 7 o'clock, and I sup- stantial unemployment. Specific examples
pose I should stop. Here are all the re- are cited concerning projects at Bridgeport,
ports from the General Accounting Conn., the Youngstown-Warren, Ohio, labor
area, the Canton, Ohio, area, and
Office. Mr. President, I ask unanimous market
Livingston County, Mich.
consent that this material may be made
AUGUST 1964-UNAUTHORIZEO ASSISTANCE TO
a palt of my remarks.
SEEMINGLY NONDEPRESSED AREAS UNDER THE
There being no objection, the material
PUDLIC WORKS ACCELERATION ACT AND THE
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
AREA REDEVELOPMENT ACT
as follows:
About $7.4 milllon of the fund authorized
ApPENDIX I TO MINORITY VIEWS ON S. 1648SUMMARY OF REPORTS OF THE COMPTROLLER
GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES ON THE
PUBLIC \VORKS ACCELERATION AND AREA
REDEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS
(Between May 1964 and May 1965, the
Comptroller General submitted a total of 17
reports to the Congress criticizing various
aspects of the administration of the Area
Redevelopment Act and the Public Works
Acceleration Act. Following is a brief summary of each of these reports.)
MAY

1964-QVERSTATEMENT

OF

NUMBER

OF

JOBS CREATED UNDER THE PUBLIC WORKS ACCELERATION PROGRAM

The General Accounting Office reviewed
190 pUblic works acceleration projects
handled by the Community Facilities Administration. It was originally estimated
that these projects would create 21,814 manmonths of onsite work. The General Accounting Office's review showed that actually
only 9,553 onsite man-months were worked.
Thus, the estimates were overstated by
12,261 man-months or 128 percent. If what
was found in the 190 projects is true for all
of the 2,842 projects approved by the Community Faclllties Act as of November 1, 1963,
it would appear that the estimated 663,911
man-months (55,300 man-years) Of work
reported for these projects by the Area Redevelopment Act is overstated by about
373,000 man-months (31,000 man-years).
The General Accounting Office also reviewed
data relating to 497 of the 128 Community
Faclllties Administration projects under construction as of November 1, 1963. This review disclosed that the 50,853 actual onsite
man-months of work reported for these
projects by the Area Redevelopment Administration Directory was overstated by 23,008
man-months or about 83 percent.
The General Accounting Office report
points out that the Area Redevelopment Administration is responsible for the evaluation
and coordination of the pUblic works acceleration program and the summary tables of
its directory are the only readily available
measure of the accomplishments of the public works acceleration program with respect
to the creation Of employment. It was noted
that the data contained In the September 1,
1963, Directory of Approved Accelerated Public Works Projects was used extensively in
the Area Redevelopment Administration's
testimony before the House Public Works
Committee to demonstrate the progress and
accomplishments achieved under the Public
Works Acceleration Act.
JUNE

1964-ASSISTANCE

UNDER

WORKS ACCELERATION ACT TO
LONGER BURDENED

BY

THE

PUBLIC

AREAS

SUBSTANTIAL

NO

UNEM"

PLOYMENT
A review by the General Accounting Office
indicated that about $21 million in. public
works acceleration funds were obligated for
about 85 projects in areas which were no
longer eligible at the time the grant agreement was consummated or which were due
to become ineligible shortly thereafter. Ter-

by the Public Works Acceieration Act and
the Area Redevelopment Act for assistance
to depressed areas were approved for projects
in seemingly nondepressed areas. The areas
involved were in rIawal1 (Hawaii County).
New Hampshire (Grafton, Coos, and Carroll
Counties), Vermont (Orleans, Caledonia, (,nd
Essex Counties), and Delaware (Sussex and
Kent Counties). In designating these areas
as being eligible for assistance, there was
no determination by the Area Redevelopment
Administration that the areas met the specific unemployment or underemployment
criteria prescribed by law. The designation
was made on the basis that the law permitted at least one area in each State to
be designated as an unemployment area.
The General Accounting Office stated that,
in its opinion, designation on this basis is
not authorized by the Area Redevelopment
Act.
OCTOBER 1964-PUBLIC WORKS ACCELERATION
ACT ASSISTANCE APPROVED FOR AREAS UNDER
CONSIDERATION Fon TERMINATION OF ELIGIBILITY

The General Accounting Office found that
about $26 mlllion had been spent or committed for pubIlc works acceleration projects
in areas of the Nation which the Secretary
of Labor had found were no longer burdened
by substantial and persistent unemployment
according to the criteria of the statute or
regUlations. These areas received assistance
because the Area Redevelopment Administration policies permitted the approval of
public works acceleration grants during the
7_ to 13-month period when the Area Redevelopment Administration was considering
whether to terminate the depressed area
deslgnatlons.
OCTOBER 1964-EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES IN

FEDERALLY AIDED PROJECT GENERALLY RESTRICTED TO INDIVIDUALS HAVING FUNDS TO
INVEST IN BUSINESS VENTURE
This report involved a $140,000 industrial
loan under the Area Redeveiopment Act to
the Cowlitz Forest Products, Inc., Chehalis,
Wash. The borrower generally required prospective employees, as a condition precedent
to employment, to make substantial investment in the business venture through the
purchase of shares of stock. Prospective
employees were generally required to buy
shares of both common and nonvoting preferred stock with a total investment per
employee of about $2,040. The borrower and
associates maintained the majority of the
voting common stock, thus retaining management control. Although information was
available to make it evident that financiai
investment was a possible prereqUisite to
employment, this information was not considered by the appropriate Federal officials,
and, on September 4, 1962, the Area Redevelopment Administration approved a loan of
$140,000. In October of 1962, the Area Redevelopment Administration became aware
of the situation and advised the borrower
that "such a requirement is not consistent
with the primary intent and purpose of the
ARA program since it tends to eliminate
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emploJ-ment opportunities to those persons
who lack financial funds to Invest In the
company." Despite this, the loan was disbursed, apparently on the basis that a refusal to do so would constitute a breach of
faith and that It was too late to reexamine
the entire loan application.
NOVEMBER 1964-IMPRUDENT ACTION TAKEN IN
APPROVING LOANS TO ASSIST THE ROUSTABOUT
CO •• FRACKVILLE, PA.

The Roustabout Co. applied for loans to
assist In financing a plant for the production
of a three-wheel light vehicle. The Small
Business Administration reviewed the overall feasibility of the project and recommended that the Area Redevelopment Administration decline to make a loan to the
Roustabout Co. because there was no basis
for a determination, as required by the statute, that repayment of the loans was reasonably assured. This recommendation was
made on the basis that there was a lack of
(1) assurance that the product could be
successfully marketed, (2) assurance that
the project could be operated at a rate of
successful profit, (3) adequate working
capital, and (4) adequate collateral to secure
the loan.
Despite the existence of these adverse conclusions by the Small Business Administration and despite the statutory requirement
that repayment of loans must be reasonably
assured, the Area Redevelopment Administration approved loans in the total amount
of $342,000.
On March 28, 1963, the loans were disbursed, and in June 1963, the borrower
ceased production, and In November 1963,
the borrower filed a voluntary petition of
bankruptcy. The reason for the borrower's
fallure was Its inability to market its product as had been warned by the Small Business Administration. On the basis of the
Small ·Buslness Administration's estimates
this may result In a loss to the Government
of $230,000.
DECEMBER 1964-INADEQUATE ANALYSIS OF EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES TO BE PROVIDED BY
A FEDERALLY ASSISTED PROJECT

The Plant Food Center, Inc., Post Falls,
Idaho, applied to the Area Redevelopment
Administration for an Industrial loan and
reported that the project would create 7 jobs
Initially and 23 jobs at the end of the first
year of operation. The Area Redevelopment
Administration accepted the estimate of the
borrower as to employment to be created
and approved a loan for $53,000. As a matter of fact, it now appears that no more than
six full-time employment opportunities will
result from the project. The General Accounting Office report states that "appropriate recognition of the avallable Information
would have shown rather convincingly that
the borrower's estimate of employment opportunities was unrealistic."

1964, there had been 11 reduction of eight jobs
since loan approval.
In addition to this, the General Accounting
Oflice found that the Small Business AdminIstration Improperly disbursed about $18,000
of Federal loan funds In excess of the amount
permitted under the terms of the loan authorization.
JANUARY 1965-INADEQUA'i'E EVALUATION OF
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES TO BE CREATED
BY TWO I:NDUSTRIAL AREA REDEVELOPMENT
PROJECTS

First case: In June 1962, a plastic manufacturing plant applied for Federal financial
assistance. The applicant stated that 50 persons would be employed at the start of operations and estimated that 100 persons would
be employed at the end of 1 year of operation. However, estimates of projected Income
and expenses submitted by the applicant Indicated that between 31 and 39 persons would
be employed, depending upon sales voiumes.
In its formal ioan application, the applicant
Indicated that the proposed project would
create 58 new jobs and that In addition 10
existing jobs would be saved.
The Area Redeveiopment Administration
approved a loan of $325,000 and In Its pUblic
announcement stated that the loan would
help create 100 direct new jobs. Except for
the applicant's estimate contained In the
project proposal, the General Accounting Office could find no evidence to support the
Area Redevelopment Administration's announcement that the project was expected to
create 100 new jobs. Since this estimate
was contradicted by Information submitted
with the applicant's project proposal and
loan application, the General Accounting Office concluded that "Neither the ARA nor the
Small Business Administration was particularly concerned with the extent to which the
project could be expected to alleviate unemployment and underemployment in the area
in which It was to be located."
Second case: In August 1961, a seafood
canning company applied for an ARA loan
for constructing and equipping a seafoQd
proceSSing plant. In the proposal, the applicant stated that 350 permanent new Jobs
would be created by the venture during the
first year of operation. In January 1962, the
Area Redevelopment Administration approved a loan of $632,135 which was later
Increased to $756,294. In a public announcement, the Area Redevelopment Administration reported the 350 new jobs the applicant
had Initially estimated as the number of new
job opportunities which would be created by
the project. However, a review of the projccted expenses by the borrower and other
available Information indicated that the estimated number of new employment opportunities considered by the Area Redevelopment Administration In evaluating the loan
shouid have been reduced from 350 to about
126.

DECEMBER I964-INEFFECTIVE ACTIONS TAKEN IN
APPROVING AND ADMINISTERING A LOAN TO
VINELAND AND SOUTH JERSEY COOPERATIVE
EGG~ AUCTION AND POULTRY ASSOCIATION, INC.

JANUARY 1965-DEFICIENT FINANCIAL ANALYSIS
WHICH RESULTED IN APPROVAL OF UNNEEDED

The Area Redevelopment Administration
approved a loan of $42,250 to Vineland and
South Jersey Cooperative Egg, Auction &
Poultry Association, Inc. The principal findIng of the General Accounting Office was that
In processing the loan for approval, neither
the Area Redevelopment Administration nor
the Small Business Administration adequately examined Into the number of employment
opportunities which couid reasonably be expected to result from the project. Although
the loan was approved in May 1962, on the
basis that existing employment would be
maintained and 27 new jobs would be
created, an adequate analysis of Information
available or obtainable at the time the loan
was processed for approval would have shown
that no new employment opportunities could
reasonably be expected. In fact, as of March

Section 8 of the Area Redevelopment Act
authorizes the Secretary of Commerce to
make grants for the construction, etc., of
public faclllties within R redevelopment area,
if he finds that (1) the applicant for the
grant proposes to contribute to the cost of
the project In proportion to Its ability; and
(2) there is little probability that the project
can be undertaken without assistance of a
grant.
In December 1962, the Pueblo of Laguna,
an Indian tribe, applied for an ARA grant
in connection with the construction of a
new Industrial plant which the Pueblo
planned to build for lease. In the project
proposal submitted to the ARA for grant
assistance, the grantee stated that It was
unable to finance the faclllty. Although
the project proposal foml submitted to the
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ARA called for a current statement of financial condition, none was submitted, but in
.the application the Pueblo did submit a
summary of cash receipts and disbursements
covering the preceding 3 fiscal years. Apparently on the basis of this material, a
grant was approved In the amount of $118,000. It was later learned that the Puebio
was "one of the wealthiest Indian tribes in
the country due to the Income received
from the lease of that portion of the reservation upon which uranium had been discovered and was being mined." Twelve days
after the grant was approved, the Bureau
of Indian Affairs was asked for certain
financial information concerning the Pueblo.
The Bureau of Indian Affairs, Department of
Interior, advised that for calendar years
1960, 1961, and 1962, the grantee's Income was
$1.6 million, $1.7 million, and $1.5 million;
that the Pueblo cash balance at the end of
1962 was $1.2 million; and that the market
value of the Pueblo's Investment in stocks
and bonds at the end of 1962 was $9,867,685.
The General Accounting Office review reveaied that the Community Faclllties Admln-·
istration and tile Area Redevelopment Administration had available considerable evidence as to the prosperity of the Pueblo, Including two credit reports received more than
6 months before the grant was approved.
The Deputy Administrator of the ARA agreed
with the General Accounting Office that it
was clear that a more thorough analysis of
the financial condition of the Pueblo would
have been desirable. He attempted to Justify
the grant by saying, "The lack of sophistication of the Laguna peopie in commercial
affairs has made Government participation
essential" and that It was the opinion of
those familiar with the project that without ARA assistance, the project would probably have been rejected by the tribal councll.
The report of tile General Accounting
Office states that:
"In view of the rather favorable financial
condition of the grantee and the Intent of
the Congress with respect to the making of
grants, It seems highly doubtful that the
ARA would have authorized a grant had the
responsible Government employees more accurately evaluated the grantee's financlai reqUlremcnts and needs."
MARCH 1965-NEED FOR BASIC IMPROVEMENT OF
ACCOUNTING SYSTEM TO ENABLE THE DEVELOPMENT OF ADEQUATE FINANCIAL INFORMATION

Tile General Accounting Office found that
the Area Redevelopment Administration's
accounting system did not provide for the
development of costs by activities and functions. These and other deficiencies described in the report were of such significance as to preclude approval of the Area Redevelopment Administration's accounting
system by the Comptroller General. The
Area Redevelopment Administrator has advised that the Administration WOUld, In
accordance with the proposals of the General Accounting Office, begin to deSign an
accounting system which could be approved.
MARCH 1965-UNNECESSARY GRANT APPROVED TO
ASSIST IN FINANCING THE DEVELOPMENT OF
THE KEYSTONE INDUSTRIAL PARK OF THE
SCRANTON LACKAWANNA INDUSTRIAL BUILDING

co.
The Scrantoll Lackawanna Industrial
BUilding Co., is a private, nonprofit corporation owned entirely by the SCranton Chamber of Commerce, a nonprofit corporation.
In August 1961, the company submitted proposals requesting financial assistance for developing the Keystone Industrial Park. In
late 1962, the Area Redevelopment Administration approved a grant for $424,000 which
was later reduced to $322,000 because of an
underrun In project costs. The General Accounting Office's review of the data available
at the time the request was approved ciearly
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shows that had a careful examination been
made of such data, It would have been evident that the project could be undertaken
without the assistance of a Federal grant.
The report of the General Accounting Office
Indicates that it does not believe there was
compliance with the statutmy requirement
"that there be little probability that a project could be undertaken without the assistance of a grant," and that the Area Redevelopment Administration's determination that
this requirement was met was not supported
by Information available prior to the grant
concerning the grantee's financial condition.
The General Accounting Office concludes:
It appears that the review [by the ARA]
was designed to determine only whether In
the absence of a grant, the grantee's future
projects might be adversely affected rather
than whether the project in question could
have been completed w~hout grant funds
and that In this respect neither the Community Facilities Administration, In making its
review, nor the Area Redevelopment Administration, In reviewing the Community FacilIties Administration's conClusions, gave
sufficient consideration to the intent of the
pertinent provisions of the Area Redevelopment Act.
APRIL 1965-POSSInLE NEED FOR CLARIFICATION
OF
STATUTORY
PROVISION
LIMITING
THE
AMOUNT OF FEDERAL FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE
: TO INDUSTRIAL OR COMMERCIAL PROJECTS

Section 6(b) (9) of the Area Redevelopment
Act prOVides that loans to assist in projects
for Industrial or commercial usageshall not exceed 65 per centum of the aggregate cost to the applicant (excluding all
other Federal aid In connection with the
undertaking) of acquiring or developing land
and facll1tles (including, In cases of demonstrated need, machinery and equipment),
and of construction, altering, converting,
rehabilitating, or enlarging the bUilding or
buildings of the particular project.
H.R. 6991, the proposed Public Works and
Economic Development Act of 1965 contains
a similar provision.
The Area Redevelopment Administrator
has Interpreted this provision to permit, under certain circuIllStances, the inclusion in
project costs of all or a part of the value of
the applicant's existing land and facilities.
The GAO reviewed nine Industrial or commercial area projects, under section 6 of the
act, which Involves the expansion of existing and operating facUlties and for which
loans totaling $160 m1ll10n were made. It
was disclosed that Federal financial assistance ranged from 76 to 100 percent of the
actual cost of expanding the facilities, because of Including existing assets of the
borrower as a cost of the project. Furthermore, the total appraised value of all such
assets were not included in all cases. Instead, oniy that amount was Included which
maximized the amount of Federal financing
and minimized or eliminated the amount of
other financing required by the project.
The Genera.l Accounting Office believes that
it may have been the legislative Intent to
limit Federal financing to 65 percent of the
new capital expenditures for a project, and
that the applicant's preViously acquired and
existing assets should not be Included In
determining project costs. In fact, the ARA
Initially established a policy in line with
this, but later modified its policy.
The report recommends that the Congress
In considering H.R. 6991 and S. 1648 consider
clarifying this situation.
APRIL 1965-FEDERAL PARTICIPATION IN UNNECESSARY PROJECTS COSTS RESULTING FRO"I
FAILURE TO PROPERLY RECOGNIZE EFFEcr OF
INTERCORPORATE OWNERSHIP

The Area Redevelopment Administration
approved and dlsburseda loan of $355,000 to
Farwest Fisheries, Inc., Anacortes, Wash., to
assist in financing the purchase and improve-
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ment of an existing salmon cannery, although of the statute and their approval by the
$500,000 of the $700,000 total project cost Area Redevelopment Administration was
was to be paid by the borrower to Its parent improper.
corporation for the plant which was owned
The General Accounting Office reasoned
and then being operated by the parent that the mere channellng of funds of a borcorporation, and only $200,000 was to be rower or others having an Interest in the
expended for purchase of additional ma- project substantially identical to that of a
chinery and equipment. Notwithstanding borrower through a local development orgathe fact that both the ARA and the SBA, nization and back into the borrower's project
which is responsible for the performance of without such organization's undertaking a
certain functions and duties under the Area bona fide financial risk does not constitute
Redevelopment Act, were aware that an Inter- compliance with the terms of section 6 of
corporate relationship might exist which the act.
would negate the Justification for Federal
The report of the GAO points out that,
assistance in financing the total project as under the provisions of H.R. 6991, the reproposed, and although the borrower was quired. State or community financial parnot yet incorporated at the time of loan ticipation In industrial 9r commercial projapproval, neither agency made a sufficient ects would be reduced to 5 percent of agreview to disclose the true relationship be- gregate project costs. H.R. 6991 also permits
this reqtllrement to be waived If the Secre_
tween the two corporations.
The General Accounting Office brought this tary determines that the funds are not reamatter to the attention of the Congress be- sonably avalJable from State or community
cause a large part of the Federal funds made sources because of economic distress or other
avallable for the project did not serve the good cause. The report points out that the
objective of the Area Redevelopment Act fallure of a community to respond to a fundthrough the creation of new employment raising drive for the benefit of a project Is
opportunities, but assisted In the purchase not necessarily evidence that the community
of an operating plant by the borrower from Is not able to participate, but rather may
evidence lack of community support for the
Its parent corporation.
The GAO also pointed out to the Area project.
The report recommends that the Congress
Redevelopment Administrator and the Small
Business
Administration
that
officials In studying H.R. 6991 give consideration to
this
situation and to the need for providing
of both agencies were negligent In disbursing
Federal funds without first reasonably estab- criteria for the Secretary In determining
lishing that the project was essential to carry whether State or community funds must be
out the purposes of the statute and noted contributed to a project.
that this situation emphasized the need for MAY I965----OVERSTATEMENT OF JOB OPPORTUa greater sense of personal responsibility on
NITIES ESTIMATED TO BE CREATED IN ECONOMthe part of Government employees. The
ICALLY DEPRESSED AREAS
Small Business Administration admonished
Since the inception of the area redevelopIts staff members and Issued remedial in- ment program, the ARA has maintained stastructions to prevent reoccurrences, but the tistics shOWing the total number of job opArea Redevelopment Administration did portunities expected to be directly created
not agree that Its officials were negllgent.
or saved as a result of assistance extended
The General Accounting Office feels that In under the ARA. ARA has used these statisaddition to remedial Instructions Issued by tics extensively in testimony before conthe Small Business Administration, the Ad- gressional committees and subcommittees as
ministrator of the ARA should request the evidence of the expected accomplishments
Administrator of SBA to establish procedures of the area redevelopment program. Depart_
to prevent the reoccurrence of the above and ment of Commerce and ARA officials have
that the Administrator of ARA shOUld cause repeatedly assured various committees of the
to be Included In loan authorizations, exe- Congress of the validity and rellabillty of
cuted prior to the Incorporation or organi- the job estimates.
zation of the prospective borrower, a proviDuring hearings before a subcommittee of
sion making a positive finding by the SBA as the Committee on Appropriations, House of
to the relationship of a borrower to any In- Representatives, ARA officials Informed the
terested party a condition precedent to dis- subcommittee that as of February 1964, ARA
bursement of loan funds.
had approved a total of 285 loans under
section 6 of the act (loans for industrial or
MAY 1965-LACK OF COMPLIANCE WITH STATUcommercial usage). These loans represented
TORY REQUIREMENTS FOR LOCAL FINANCIAL
a commitment of apprOXimately $120 mlllion
PARTICIPATION IN AREA REDEVELOPMENT PROJECTS
for Federal assistance and ARA estimated
Section 6 of the Area Redevelopment Act that 34,168 jobs would be created after the
requires that not less than 10 percent of the projects had been in operation 1 full year.
The GAO reviewed the analyses made by
aggregate cost of a federally assisted industrial or commercial project be supplied by the ARA of the employment opportunities exState, an agency, or political subdivision pected to be created by the 285 projects
thereof, or by an Indian tribe or area orga- referred to above. The review disclosed that
nization which Is nongovernmental in char- the analyses by ARA were Inadequate, were
acter as equity capital or as a loan repayable not consistent with the type of analysis deonly after the Federal financial assistance scribed to the Congress, and that ARA genhas been repaid in full. The legislative his- erally accepted the representations of the
tory of this provision shows clearly that the applicant without making an adequate
intent was to insure that each project had analysis of the applicant's payroll projections
the active support of the community as evi- to evaluate the reasonableness of the applldenced by Its Willingness to invest funds and cant's representations.
The GAO then reviewed the 80 projects
assume financial risks in regard to the
project.
(out of the 285) which had been completed
A review by the General Accounting Office and In operation for 1 full year. The ARA
disclosed a number of projects for which all had estimated that these 80 projects would
or part of the required State or community create 9,539 jobs. The GAO found that only
financing was, In fact, supplied by the bor- 4,912 jobs were actually created-an overrower or Its principals. Under the policies statement by the ARA of approXimately 94
adopted by the Area Redevelopment Admin- percent. The report states that if what was
Istration, this was permissible provided a found In the 80 projects is true for all 285
"bona fide effort Is made [by a local develop- projects, then the ARA estimate of 34,168
ment organization) to raise funds on a broad jobs was overstated by approximately 16,600
base." The General Accounting Office Is of jobs.
the opinion tha t such financing arrangeThe report points out that on September
ments are not consistent with the objectives 18, 1964, ARA revised Its procedures for
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evaluating the number of employment opportunities to be created. The GAO concluded that it these revised procedures are
effectively implemented and administered,
they would result in more rellable estimates.
The GAO has not, however, yet evaluated the
accuracy of the admlnistration's current estimated employment figures deVeloped under
these dilferent procedures.
MAY 1965-FEDERALLOAN ASSISTANCE FOR PLANT
ACQUISITION AND IMPROVEMENT RESULTED IN
NO NEW EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES WITHIN REDEVELOPMENT AREA IN WHICH THE PLANT
WAS LOCATED

The General Accounting Office review of
the circumstances under which the Area Redevelopment Administration, Department of
Commerce, included $494,000 in an Industrial loan to Josephine Plywood Corp. (formerly West Coast Plywood Co.), Portland,
Oreg., to acquire and improve an industrial
facUlty at Happy Camp, Calif., disclosed that
the loan was approved despite the existence
of adverse information relating to the effect
Which the project would have on employment. Further, the Area Redevelopment
Administration permitted disbursement of
loan funds without having evaluated firm
plans and specifications for the plant Improvements in the light of their effect upon
proposed plant employment.
The borrower originally applied for an Industrial loan for Its own facility and advised
of a contractual relationship with a second
plant (partly owned by borrower's principal)
to assure adequate raw materials. Subsequently, the borrower requested an additional loan to purchase the above-mentioned
second plant to assure raw material supply
and advised that production would be in"
creased by making certain improvements and
operating two shifts in this veneer plant-this, in spite of the fact that representatives
of the Forest Service, Department of Agriculture, advised It could not certify favorably that there existed the necessary timber
to support the two-shift operation.
ARA first refused the combined project
and authorized a loan on the first appllcation, conditioned upon satisfactory evidence
of ample raw material supply. Attorneys for
the borrower declined the loan and adVised
would accept only combined loan due to disagreement of participating bank for separate
project--this in spite of the fact that the
bank advised ARA it was willing to participate In either separate or combined projects.
The Area Redevelopment Administrator
questioned .the employment advantage of the
second plant and asked for illustrations. In
fact, ARA project analysis reflected no appreciable Increase in employment and even
no adequate source of raw materials. Nevertheless, loan was authorized with the requirement that plans and specifications for
improvements of second plant must be submitted, but without making this requirement
a condition precedent to loan disbursement,
thereby removing ARA from the position of
being able to evaluate the effect of the improvements upon proposed plant employment
before disbursement of the loan.
The $494,000 loan created no additional
employment In the redevelopment area in
which the plant was located.

Mr. DffiKSEN. Mr. President, I conclude where I began. I will vote untold
sums to cure the disease of poverty; not
to make War on it, but to cure the disease, if that is the better term for it; but
I will vote nothing for the kind of program that has now ceen diffused all over
America and that will become probably
the greatest boondoggle since bread and
circuses In the days of the ancient
Roman Empire, when the republic fell.
I will be no party to it.
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I am ready, as the great Bard has said.
to accept all the slings and arrows of
outrageous fortune. I am ready to accept the criticism. I am ready to have
people say, "You are against the poor."
The only answer I shall have is, "I am
not against the poor. I was impoverished once, \vithout a father. and the
best that I could do was to go to school
in overalls, and to work, peddling milk,
berries, fruit, and honey from the bees
I kept, in order to keep the family going.
I will vote it, but I will never vote it
for this kind of program, which is the
very acme of waste and extravagance
and unorganization and disorganization;
and, as the man from Michigan said, a
colossal disgrace, and, in some cases, an
abso~ute fraud upon the taxpayers of
this country.
I have done. I have seen enough.
When the roll is intoned, I expect to vote
"nay," and to be able to justify that vote.
Mr. President, the day will come, I am
afraid-and probably not too long from
now-when there will be those standing
at the wailing wall weeping for America.
Our destiny has been extremely good.
In this generation we have trifled with it.
All we need see are the clouds of challenge and provocation that are on the
horizon of the world, the refuges and
sanctuaries that we have to crawl into.
Before this session is over, we shall
have a so-called tax equalization act.
We,must stop the foreigners from raiding our money. We passed a Gold Act
because Charley de Gaulle was raiding
our gold supply.
How long will the rest of our gold
reserve last at the rate we are going?We are committing untold sums in
Asia. That supplemental appropriation
bill will have $1.7 billion in it before we
get out of this Congress and before the
curtain of adjournment comes down.
Wait until the deficit of our country is
chalked up. Let this program run a little
while and then watch it.
I have tried to be helpful to this administration, and I shall continue to do
so. But I say to the Senate tonight what
I said at a meeting in Chicago. I shall
support the President. Then I shall try
to hold him to strict accountability. Believe me, when the elections come next
year, as they will, and men in public
office must go to make their peace with
the electorate, I shall be there, too, to
say, "Tell them how we got into this
fiX." If it must be the political line, I
accept it. If it must be the economic line,
I accept it, because I believe the position
that we assert is one that can be sustained before the American people.
I read the signs. Never in the history
of the Federal Reserve Board have they
owned so many Government securities as
they do right now. Never have time deposits gOne up; and those are available
for bank loans. Never have demand deposits risen to such proportions. Never
have there been so many transfers from
the demand side of the ledger to the
other side.
Mr. President, we are on a binge. It
cannot last. We are blithely throwing,
not millions, but billions into a program
in the hope that it will be sustained.
God willing, I hope it will be sustained.
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But I cannot summon the requisite faith
to believe that we are serving our country when we pass this kind of bill with
such a euphemistic title-"To expand
the war on poverty."
Mr. President, I am ready for the third
reading of the bill.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question is on the engrossment of the
amendment and the third reading of
the bilI.
The amendment was ordered to be
engrossed, and the bill to be read a third
time.
The bill was read the third time.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
bill having been read the third time, the
question is, Shall it pass?
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr.
President, today, while the Senate continues its consideration of H.R. 8283, the
proposed Economic Opportunity Amendments of 1965, I wish to add some cautionary words.
I feel I must state, in all frankness,
that I am not presently an enthusiastic
supporter of this particular legislation. I
intend to vote for the bill, and I have
voted against proposals which would
have reduced the authorization below
that of the original administration request. I did, however, vote for the
amendment, offered by the junior Senator from Vermont, to reduce the authorization by $150 million, inasmuch as the
item was not requested by the administration, either through the Office of Economic Opportunity or the Bureau of the
BUdget.
I realize that this is a relatively new
program. Perhaps it has not yet had a
chance to fully prove itself. Furthermore, the President feels it is important
within the framework of his economic
security planning.
There have, nonetheless. been a number of unfavorable reports on the Office
of Economic Opportunity's operations,
including, particularly, charges of heavy
political favoritism, which I find disquieting. What the true facts are in
these situations, I do not know, but the
reports have been widespread and there
must undoubtedly be some substance to
some, if not all of them. The concept of
the goals of the original legislation
appeared worthy; however, I am beginning to wonder if the moneys appropriated for the various programs covered
by the legislation are really being as advantageously and efficiently used as was
initially planned.
This is not intended as any reflection
on the Director, Mr. R. Sargent Shriver,
Jr., whom I personally respect, and who
has always impressed me as a person of
high integrity.
Nonetheless, there have been reports of
waste and maladministration in some
areas, although the program appears to
have worked well in my own State. I am,
however, concerned about some of the
things reportedly developing in connection with this program in other parts of
the country.
Moreover. I think that we are making a serious mistake in changing the
present law to remove the Governor's
veto. Time and time again, during the
debate, I have supported every amend-
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ment which had as its purpose the recognition of the rights of the states and
the status of the Governors of the states.
I happen to believe that the states still
have some rights under this republican
form of Government, and I think that
this basic principle has been involved
here. In my estimation, the chief executive in a State, who, as the chief executive, has been named by his people, and
who knows the problems of his state
better than individuals and agencies outside its boundaries, should have the authority to reject projects under this program which, in his judgment, would not
be beneficial and in the best interests of
his State. As to whether the Governor
of a particular State is a Democrat or a
Republican, I do not feel that this makes
any difference, in view of the fact that
the people of that particular State have
spoken by a majority in selecting their
chief executive. Last year, the Senate,
by a vote of 80 to 7, took the position
that the Governor should have a veto.
I think that position was the right one.
I look with concern upon our continuing
impingement upon the rights and responsibilities of the States, because if
we are to preserve thiR American form
of Government we are going to have to
preserve some recognition of State independence and State responsibility. Here
again, I am not aware of any instance in
which the Governor of my own State has
found it necessary to use the veto, but I
think he and all other Governors should
continue to have recourse to the veto
if it is needed in the future.
For these reasons, and related ones, I
have reservations about this program.
Furthermore, I fear that the time is
coming that the demands of the Vietnam
hostilities will make themselves felt on
the American taxpayer's pocketbook in
a manner not yet evident. When that
times comes, the question as to whether
or not we can have both "guns" and
"butter" will have to be answered.
Perhaps we can continue to have some
of the "butter" as represented by this
multi-faceted legislation, but we certainly must have the guns to support our
Nation's military efforts calculated to be
in the interests of its own security.
I believe that the American people
should take notice that the future monetary costs of the war in Vietnam may
require some changes in funding this
program and possibly others. Efforts
should be made now to insure that full
value is being received from the Federal
appropriations being heavily poured into programs designated to alleviate our
domestic economic ills. The siphoning
off of funds designated for this purpose,
either through laxity, or for promotion
of political objectives, or even personal
aggrandizement, as has been reported
from some areas of the Nation, should
not be tolerated.
As a member of the Senate Appropriations Committee, I am concerned that
the buildup of our Nation's armed services, to meet requirements of the expanded hostilities in Vietnam, will present a heavy price tag later on this fiscal
year. With this in mind, I wish now to
provide these cautionary' remarks, so
that the American public may be on
CXI--1334
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notice as to the decision it may well have tucky applicants who are eligible for asto make and as to the importance that signment and have been so notified.
present opportunities and moneys be
In addition to existing programs of the
wisely and effectively utilized. The time Farmers Home Administration and the
may come when our accelerating defense Small Business Administration, some 450
costs may necessitate a tightening of our special loans have been made in rural
belts in regard to certain spending pro- areas and to small business in Kentucky
grams, especially if there are continued under the provisions of this act.
reports as to inefficiency and improper
Special programs have also extended
use of funds in the administration of basic educational training to 7,200 adult
those programs.
citizens in a number of Kentucky comMr. COOPER. Mr. President, I shall munities, where classes have been estabvote for the bilI, which would extend the lished locallY for this purpose under this
authorization for the programs of the act.
More than 6,600 families with thouEconomic Opportunity Act. This bill
authorizes funds to finance these pro- sands of dependent children are particigrams, and it will enable the Office of pating, through the employment of the
Economic Opportunity to continue the head of the family, under the work exeffort to reach the causes of poverty. As perience program in 19 counties in KenI have said several times during the de- tucky. I am well acquainted with this
bate, the administration of the programs program, as the basic authority was
under this office must be improved if originally provided by an amendment to
the program is to be effective. I hope the Social Security Act in 1961. I supvery much that the administration will ported this amendment, recommended
give attention to the debate in the Sen- by the 1959 Special Senate Subcommittee
ate, and in the House, so that abuses on Unemployment on which I served, and
and waste can be eliminated.
I worked with officials of my State to
I was one of the original supporters of establish one of the early demonstration
this bill in 1964, when the Congress projects of this type.
passed the law to establish these proThe Office of Economic Opportunity
grams. I have followed closelY the ap- has made a hopeful start. Waste, dupliplication of the provisions of this act in cation, and political use must be premy own State of Kentucky, and it is my vented. The emphasis on providing
conviction that these programs can be basic education and training to enable
important in offering greater oppor- those assisted to enter into employment
tunity to our citizens, and particularly must be continued. In particular regard
to our young people, who have much to the Job Corps, I believe it very imneed.
. portant that training in these centers
Even with the good beginning in Ken- lead to specific placement in jobs. As I
tucky, complaints have been voiced from said in the Senate on the first day of
time to time over individual programs debate, the real purpose of enrolling
and projects. These complaints have young men and women in Job Corps
been partiCUlarly directed at the dupli- . centers-and in other programs under
cation of work and the establishment of this act-is to provide the means by
too many different omces and organiza- which they can learn to Vlork and to be
tions for planning and running similar . productive in life. The Office of Ecoprograms in one area. There has also nomic Opportunity ought to give greater
been concern over the inflated wage and special attention to directing those
levels prescribed by the Depltrtment of undergoing training toward a particular
Labor for youth training programs, and job or occupation.
there have been complaints over politI do not believe that this act was
ical usage of some of the plans being designed to provide simply a work pro·organized. Nevertheless, there is strong gram or a relief program, and I have
support for the programs, but our people noted that President Johnson and Mr.
want improvements to be made, and they Shriver have agreed with this interprewant the programs run without waste, tution. I also think it of note that the
without duplication, and with the ob- House approved an authorization of some
jective of helping those who need help. $400 million more than the amounts reI have reviewed the most recent sta- quested by the administration. In the
tistics compiled by the Office of Economic. Senate, I have voted to reduce this auOpportunity, and I find the following thorization to a level of $1.1 billion, well
status of the programs of the Office of under the House bill and less than the
Economic Opportunity in Kentucky this bill reported by the Senate committee,
summer:
but over $300 million above the approOver 40 grants for community action priation made last year. ;r thought this
programs have been made to communi- sum sufficient for the second year of the
ties and community organizations, and new program considering the need for
almost 25,OCO Kentucky children are par- improving its 'effectiveness, and with our
ticipating in the Head Start program.
budget deficits and the growing cost of
Almost 9,000 young men and women the war in Vietnam.
have been at work in Kentucky under
The bill now before the Senate, for
the work-training program, enabling which I will vote, and which I believe
them to continue or to resume high will be passed, includes extensions of the
school education.
programs which are now at work in KenAnnouncement of the location of 5 tucky. Funds are authorized for the Job
Job Corps centers in Kentucky has been Corps. the work-training program used
made during the past year, and close to in our high schools, and the work-study
900 young men and women are on the program used by our colleges. The comjob at the 3 centers which are open. munity action programs will be exAdditionally, there are almost 9,000 Ken- panded and I call particular attention
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to the change which would enable unemployed members of low-income farm
families to participate in work-experience programs on public projects in their
local areas.
I was a county judge in Kentucky
during the depression days some 30 years
ago, and I saw at first hand the problems and needs of people who are unemployed, and who lack education and
training. In the intervening years, during my service in the Senate, and in my
travels through every county of my State,
the lessons of those days have come to
mind. I think this education and training are needed to enable people to help
themselves.
But more is needed also. Local commUnities, and their officials and citizens,
must provide assistance, direction, and
interest, and the initiative, the ambition,
and the faith of the individual must be
stimulated.
I support this program and hope that
it will succeed. It would be tragic if this
vast effort with its programs in the millions of dollars does not succeed in helping people to help themselves and lift
people and children toward great opportunities and hope in life.
PROGRESS REPORT ON THE ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY PROGRAM IN THE STATE OF MINNESOTA

Mr. MONDALE. Mr. President, recently Gov. Karl F. Rolvaag made his
progress report on the economic opportunity program in the State of Minnesota.
He pointed out that a total of $16,109,752
of Federal funds have been provided to
the State, in a wide range of programs
including Job Corps camps, Neighborhood Youth Corps, work-study programs,
community action programs, project
Head Start, programs to combat poverty
on Indian reservations, and progress in
the other areas open under the Economic
Opportwlity Act of 1964.
One of the brightest areas of our efforts in the State of Minnesota has been
that undertaken by the citizens and leaders in Hennepin County, and in the city
of Minneapolis.
To date, Minneapolis has received
$749.653 from the U.S. Office of Economic
Opportunity to help break the cycle of
poverty in which poor children find
themselves, having an inadequate diet,
poor housing, poor education, little job
training, and limited outlook. The Community Health and Welfare Council of
Hennepin County is waging an impressive array of programs on all the fronts
of the poverty-stricken child. These
programs involve a summer school program for over 3,000 children, a Neighborhood Youth Corps program for jobs
for potential imd real high school dropouts, vocational and educational counseling assistance for unemployed dropouts
and graduates of high schools, and a
summer work camp, a project Head Start
grant for prekindergarten pupils, and the
Project Motivation, in which University
of Minnesota students tutor elementary
schoolchildren and try to boost their interest in education.
The actions by Hennepin County and
the city of Minneapolis are notable for
their efforts to fulfill the pledge made by
President Johnson, "to eliminate the
paradox of poverty in the midst of plenty
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in this Nation by opening to everyone the
opportunity for education and training,
the opportunity to work, and the opportunity to live in decency and dignity."
As an example of what these programs
are doing, and the public acceptance of
their fine efforts, I ask unanimous consent that the following articles from the
Minneapolis Star of July 19, 1965, be
printed in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD at
this point. as well as a letter from the
capable and distinguished president of
the Community Health and Welfare
Council, Mr. Marvin Borman.
There being no objection, the material was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
MASLON, KAPLAN, EDELMAN,
JOSEPH & BORMAN,
Minneapolis, Minn., July 26, 1965.

Senator WALTER F. MONDALE,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR MONDALE: It occurs to me

that one of the most important aspects of
the war on poverty is the manner in which
the various programs are understood and
accepted by the community. I was, therefore, pleased by the enclosed article which
appeared in the Minneapolis Star on July
19.
In my opinion this article refiects a positive attitude on the part of the press which
is gratifying as well as serving to better inform the community at large of the current
status of our efforts.
We at the Community Health and Welfare
Council take a great deal of pride in the
success we have had to date In our efforts
to combat poverty in Hennepin County. and
hope that you wll1 concur in our feeling that
the attitudes of the community as expressed
in the enclosed article give promise for continued success of the program.
Sincerely,
MARVIN BORMAN,
President, Community Health and Welfare Council.

[From the Minneapolis Star. July 19, 1965J
WAR ON POVERTY-A PROGRESS REPORT
(By Carol Honsa, Jim Shoop, and
Ben Kaufman)
PLANS FOCUS ON YOUNG TO SNAP POVERTY
"CYCLE"

"In the past, poverty was accepted as an
unpleasant but ever present reality of life.
There really was no thought of eliminating
poverty • • '. Such an idea was inconceivable." (Community Health and Welfare
Council of Hennepin County.)
In an affluent society that likes to think
it can identify and solve its problems, the
"inconceivable" idea has given way to a nationwide "war on poverty."
The war is being fought on many fronts,
from prekindergarten classrooms to Job
Corps camps to birth control clinics. In
Minneapolis, antipoverty programs can mean
anything from art museum field trips for
deprived youngsters, dental examinations for
poor preschoolers, to part-time jobs for needy
students in danger of dropping out of high
school.
And if the poor are to be always with us,
so too will the antipoverty programs designed to improve their lot, according to the
hard-headed idealist responsible for directing $750,000 in Minneapolis antipoverty
efforts.
Joseph H. Kahle, director of the Economic
Opportunity Committee of the Community
Health and Welfare Council, believes the
United States will concentrate ever-increasing amounts of pUblic spending on welfare
programs as it comes to realize the futility
of the arms race.
"A certain amount of money has to be
spent to keep the economy going," Kahle
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said in an Interview. "Antipoverty wll1 be
an important part of this public spending.
"You can see it now. in public works,
park development • • • the whole 'Great
Society' bit," Kahle said. "FortunatelY, we're
in the situation today where we can aITord
this kind of spending."
"I don't mean that this is going to happen
tomorrow," he added. "To get at deeprooted poverty, it'll take 10 to 15 years to
break the cycle."
To date Minneapolis has received $749,653
from the U.S. Office of Economic Opportunity
to help break this cycle of poverty in which
poor children with inadequate .dlet, housing,
education, job training, and limited outlook
grew up to be poor adults.
The logical place to start, according to
Kahle, is with children whose future lives
have not been entirely hemmed in by their
environment.
With the exception of a $33,240 grant for
antipoverty administration and program development, all the Minneapolis programs are
aimed at children and youths, from .preschoolers to 22-year-olds who hold dead-end
jobs at the bottom of the wage scale.
The largest is a $296,642 summer school
program for 3,360 poverty arca children
designed to give them cultural experiences
they have missed because of their poor backgrounds.
Next in size is the $167,270 Neigilborhood
Youth Corps program which provides afterschool and sllIIUner jobs for 475 dropouts and
potential dropouts, primarily from South,
North, Central, and Vocational High SChools.
Unemployed dropouts and graduates of
these four poverty area high schools can also
seek the help of post high school counselors
for vocational and educational advice under
a $89,544 antipo.verty program.
A $71,824 Federal grant is helping to finance a summer work camp for 120 junior
high school boys considered likely to drop
out of school. Training in work skills and
good work habits, plus counseling and remedial reading courses, is the focus of the
YMCA-operated camp near Monticello. Minn.
In Project Head Start. 840 prekindergarten
pupils are getting medical and dental examinations, inOCUlations, and enrichment
classes this summer at 16 Minneapolis elementary schools.
The smallest Federal grant, $19,307, went
for Project Motivation in which University
of Minnesota students tutor elementary
school children and try to boost their interest in education. The university's YMCA
operates this program.
The health and welfare council's Economic
Opportunity Committee, which screens and
submits antipoverty program applications to
Washington, has also applied for $1.4 million
more in Federal funds for nine additional
programs.
These include three programs now operated by the Minneapolis Youth Development
Project, a Minneapolis health department
birth control clinic, and a Minneapolis park
board work program.
Other program applications would provide
part-time jobs for high school students In
the Mound. Brooklyn Center. and other suburban Hennepin County schools similar to
the Neighborhood Youth Corps jobs available
to Minneapolis students.
Other proposals, still under consideration
at local levels, would establish neighborhood
service teams in poverty areas, an educational program for Minneapolis workhouse
inmates, and a basic education program for
near-llliterate adults.
POVERTY FUNDS TO I:URAL AREAS $5 MILLION
More than $11 million in Federal funds
has been allocated to fight the war on poverty in Minnesota, $5 million of which is being used to mount the offensive in rural
areas outside Hennepin and Ramsey Counties.
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Vladimir Shlpka, director of the state
office of economic opportunity, said the biggest rural project is the $1.5 m1ll10n State
conservation department project to put
2,200 youths 16 to 21 years old to work
pruning trees, clearing underbrush, and
maintaining State parks and forests.
The present program expires August 1 and
the conservation department has submitted
another proposal for $5.9 million to continue
the project beyond that date.
The second largest out-State project, approved in late June, is the $1.3 million work
and training program of the st. Louis
County Welfare Department. It is designed
to train 300 unemployed relief recipients as
auto mechanics, metalworkers, landscapers,
janitors, and hotel and motel housekeepers.
Hearl Start

Twenty-one project "Head Start.. programs
to give children of prekindergarten age
from poor families better preparation for
school haVe been approved for school districts in 15 counties outside the Twin Cities
area.
These Head Start programs will involve
about 3,000 children at a price tag of about
$350,000.
To apply for antipoverty funds, a county
or group of counties acting together must
first form a "community action council:'
This is usually made up of about 35 persons
active in the fields of welfare, employment,
education, health, agriculture, business,
labor, law enforcement, and the clergy, plus
representatives of the poor such as unemployed fathers or relief clients.
•
To date, community action councils have
been approved in Hennepin, Ramsey, and
St. Louis Counties and the city of DUluth,
plus one multicounty setup composed of
Sherburne, Stearns, and Benton Counties
Shipka said a community action council
area should have a population of at least
50,000.
FIFTEEN OTHERS

Fifteen other applications, ranging from
2 to 7 counties each and comprising
a total of 48, are on file in Washington awaiting approval, Shipka said, and 13 others involving 34 counties are in the talking stage.
Typical of the rural proposals now under
consideration in Washington is one recently
approved by the Tri-County Council (Sherburne-Benton-Stearns) for the Holdingford
School District.
The proposal wlll put 80 youths between
16 and 21 to work at $1.25 an hour building
picnic areas, shelters and lavatory facl1lties
in parks. pianting trees and building tennis
and basketball courts on the school grounds,
learning how to lay fioor and celllng tile,
and helping janitors, librarians and school
cooks.
Total cost of the proposal is $48,698. The
Federal share is $39,408.
The tri-county group has submitted similar projects-all approved now-for st. ClOUd,
Sauk Rapids, Foley, Albany, Big Lake, Becker
and Elk River Schools, worth $238,687, to 600
youths.
Projects totaling $712,353 have been approved for seven Minnesota Indian reservations.
Typical is the one for the Leech Lake Reservation, where only 40 of the reservation's
559 families have a yearly income over $4,000
and 208 earn less than $1,000.
A $231,405 project will attempt to set up
a health education, eye and dental clinic;
establish community libraries; provide adult
education in cabinet-making, carpentry, masonry, mechanics, shorthand and typing, and
homemaking, and provide half-day preschool classes.
THIRTEEN PERCENT OF CITY FAMILIES IN POVERTY

How extensive is poverty in Minneapolis?
Federal Government figures for 1959 and
1960, the most recent available, show that
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in the city 13.9 percent of all familles-or
16,861 families-had incomes of less than
$3,000, the "poverty line" set by the Federal
Government; 5.2 percent of the men in the
labor force and 3.1 percent of the women
were unemployed; 15.8 percent of all housing
units in the city were deteriorated or dilapidated.
Comparable percentages for Hennepin
County, including Minneapolis, are somewhat lower because of the relative aflluence
of the suburbs.
The Hennepin County Community Health
and Weifare Council, which administers local
programs under the Federal war on poverty,
found that lower income families, adults
with little education and substandard housing, are concentrated largely in 38 census
tracts that ring downtown Minneapolis, extending south as far as Lake Street and
north as far as Dowling Avenue North.
Thomas F. Brinton, research director for
the council, said he believes the proportion
of low-income famllles in the city and county
has remained relatively constant in the
5 years since the last census figures were
compiled.
ANTIPOVERTY WORK IS INITIAL SUCCESS IN
GLENWOOD AREA

When Mrs. Roland Tweeter said, "I do not
have any trouble getting them to go," she
captured the spirit underlying the initial
success of this summer's antipoverty projects
for children and teenagers.
"Oh, they're excited all right," Mrs.
Tweeter said, over the din raised by some of
her 12 children in their 5-bedroom Glenwood
housing development apartment.
"Brian keeps talking about his trip to the
zoo. They like the field trips best,"
Brian and his 4-year-old twin Brenda are
enrolled in Project Head Start at nearby Harrison school where two older brothers are in
summer school.
"You know, he's had as many as 4 halfpints of milk in one sitting," a teacher's aide
in the school lunchroom said of Brian, who
sat shoveling in his second bowl of cereal in
the pilot breakfast program.
Brian, blond and husky, seemed to need
the extra energy, because he hauled the aide
toward a parked bus later en route to another "exciting" field trip.
"Last year, there would have been no one
to help me," the attractive 18-year-old high
school graduate said in her counselor's office.
Together, they are trying to determine if
nursing is her field and can a training place
be found.
The girl lives with her grandmother:
"My dad said as long as I was living under
his roof, I did not have to go to college, or
anywhere for that matter."
Some days she lacks bus fare, but she Is
seeking work by going from business to business, in addition to the help the antipoverty
programs are offering.
Kathy Merchant knows where to find the
"kids who just hang around:'
At 16, she is a starr assistant In th" NeighborhoOd Youth Corps, seeking out young
people and bringing them to job finders and
social workers for aid.
She was involved in the program originally
because she needed a summer job but was
asked to take a promotion (and pay raise)
to work as a scout for the Youth Corps.
GETTING POOR TO REACT IS KEY POVERTY
PROJECT

"Frankly, I don't see how we can lose.
When you pay enough attention to people,
they react:'
Listening to poor people express their
needs-and having them react by participating in the planning and execution of
antipoverty programs-is the key point of the
Minneapolis antipoverty eifort, according to
Joseph H. Kahle, its director.
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"For the first time," Kahle said, "we're
really going all out to listen to, to sollc!t, the
opinions of the people who have been ignored, sometimes deliberately ignored by society.
"I don't see how you can help but get a
positive response."
The Economic Opportunity Act of 1964 reqUires that the poor themselves must take
an active role in shaping programs for their
own benefit.
This marks, according to many social welfare leaders, an effort to move away from
benevolent welfare programs imposed from
above on poor persons who may not want
or see the need for such programs.
Accordingly, the economic opportunity
committee of the Community Health and
Welfare Council of Hennepin County, the local antipoverty agency, includes 4 residents of Minneapolis poverty areas among its
42 members. Two of these can actually be
considered poor, according to Kahle.
In addition, the committee's 4 task
forces on health, education, employment,
and social services include 20 poor persons
among their 84 members.
Agencies submitting an antipoverty proposal for task force and committee approval
are required to show that poor persons who
would be expected to fit in their programs
have been consulted in the planning process.
But the economic opportunity committee faces a problem in getting more poverty
area residents in on its work, according to
Kahle.
"It's just hard to find poverty area people
who are willing or who have the time to meet
with the committee or task forces," he said.
"The person with time and money can afford it. But the man who can't leave his
job for an afternoon meeting can't:'
A second problem, Kahle said, is reaching
the inarticulate poor-the apathetic person with a hopeless outlook on life who don't
speak up about their needs or seek out welware agencies to help them.
But Kahle said he hoped that one of the
antipoverty programs under consideration by
the committee-a $160,000 neighborhood
service team proposal--could lick the problem by employing poverty area residents to
reach their neighbors and link them with
welfare agency services.
"The real advantage of neighborhood
workers is that they can get to the ones we
don't even know about," said Kahle. "They
can talk to them far more eifectively than
we can,"
"Our goal: An AInerica in which every citizen shares all the opportunities of his society,in which every man has a chance to advance his welfare to the limit of his capabilities.
"We have come a long way toward this
goal. We stili have a long way to go.
"The distance which remains is the measure of the great unflninshed work of our
society.
"To finish that work I have called for a
natlonai war on poverty. Our objectlv~:
Total victory:' (President Johnson, Mar. 16,
1964.)

Mr. YARBOROUGH. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent to have printed
at this point in the RECORD a statement
on the bill prepared by the Senator from
Pennsylvania [Mr. CLARK].
There being no objection, the statement was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
STATEMENT BY SENATOR CLARK

I have for many years been of the view
that the Federal Government should provid'l
the impetus, along with private and ciVic
groups, to develop birth control programs and
family planning facUlties.
I am happy to note that the Idea of population control Is on the move at last. It has
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become acceptable to admit that there is a
crisis in the world and a serious problem in
the United States.
In his state of the Union message, President Johnson called for "new ways to use our
knowledge to help deal with the explosion
in world population."
Again, on June 25 this year, at the 20th
anniversary of the United Nations, President
Johnson called upon the world to face up to
the challenge of the world population crisis.
On that occasion the President stated:
"Let us in all our lands-including this
one-face forthrightly the mUltiplying problems of our mUltiplying populations and seek
the answers to this most profound challenge
to the future of the world. Let us act on
the fact that less than $5 invested in population control is worth $100 invested in economic growth."
While the popUlation problem of the
United States may not be so serious as it is
in other parts of the world, it is nevertheless
connected with the world population crisis.
This connection is most apparent in two
respects: first, the attitude of the United
States toward its own problem is logically
related to its attitude toward the more acute
problem elsewhere, and wllI, therefore, inlluence the world's attitude on the impending crisis; second, the economic measures
which the United States will have to take
to meet an uncontrolled growth of its populationWllI limit our capability to provide
the economic aid which the rest of the world
has to call on in the quest for stability.
PopUlation growth rates have already
reached drastic proportions in many countries. Here at home, the problem is hardly
less significant.
SOME DEMOGRAPHIC FACTS

The present level of fertility in the United
States is approximately 3.4 children per
woman. In 1964, the number of live births
per 1,000 of the total popUlation was 21.2,
Both these figures represent a slight tapering off Of the birthrate over the past few
years, but there is no sustained trend of
significant reduction.
As the following table indicates, the Census Bureau's projections of popUlation
growth show that, even if the average fertility is reduced by one child per woman,
there w111 be a drastic increase:
U.S. population. 1960, and projection to year
2010, at 4 levels oj JeTtiltty

almost three times the increase of 1950-1960.
A decllne in rate of 1 child per woman (2.45),
would yield 291 m111ion people in the year
2000, about 100 million, rather than 160 million, more than we now have.
These gross figures have most serious impllcations for the domestic economy. The
problem reaches to the heart of the questions of employment, education, welfare, and
the conservation of resources, with frightening implications for many aspects of our
lives.
EFFECT ON El\lPLOYMENT

Perhaps the best way to understand this
is to look at projected employment needs
and contrast them with the projected growth
of the economy.
The average annual growth of the labor
force from 1957 to 1962 was 800,000. That
average increased between 1962 and 1964 to
1,200,000.
The projected average annual
growth of the labor force between now and
1970 Is 1,500,000. This means that 9 milllon
extra jobs will have to be created by 1970
merely to keep up with the growth.
These figures compare with the annual
average growth in jobs between 1947 and
1964 of 750,000.
While it has been estimated that In 1964,
1.5 million jobs were provided under the
stimUlus of the tax cut, this figure has never
been sustained. Our gross national product grew at the rate of 4.75 percent. The
Labor Department estimates that the average rate of growth must equal that figure for
the next half dozen years if the unemployment rate is to be kept below 5 percent.
This is enough to show that the United
States has a vital interest in the rate at
which today's children, if not today's women,
wlll reproduce. Do we want to double our
popUlation in the next 35 years?
POPULATION AND POVERTY

But consider the special impact on the
poverty program.
The correlation between poverty and high
fertllity is amply established. The following facts cannot be controverted:
The poor are more llkely than any other
group to have large families: (lin 3 famllles
with 6 or more children have Rn annual
income of less than $3,000; 1 in 7 famllles
with 4 or 5 children have an annual income
of less than $3,000; 1 in 10 families with 2 or
3 children have an annual income of less than
$3,OOO) .

The median income of those with large
famllles Is very SUbstantially lower than the
median income of other famllles: The median
Population level, measured by
annual income of two-children families is
children per woman
Yelr
$6,900; the median annual income of fourchildren families is $6,500; the median an3.23
3.35
2.78
2.45
nualincome of six-children families is $5,000.
-----Since large families exist most frequently
1000__________________
179
179
179
179 among those who can least afford to main1970__________________
211
209
206
206
tain them, they become a burden on the
1980__________________
252
245
236
233
1990..________________
301
288
271
262 State. A population increase which could be
2000__________________
largely sustained by those who produce it
362
338
3US
291
2010_______ • __________
438
399
352
322
would bring problems enough. A popUlation
increase whose major incidence is among
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Current Population those who cannot individually afford it could
Reports, July 1964.
spell disaster. One-third of the poor are
There is more than prophecy to depend on. children-about 10 million children.
High fertility among the poor is the prime
In 1960, there were 11 million women in the
prime reproductive ages of 20-29, Now that cause of multigenerational poverty. When
the postwar babies are reaching these ages, a family which lacks the resources to sustain
there wllI be 15 million women between 20 a single child has to try and rear six chiland 29 in 1970, and 20 million by 1980. This dren, their upbringing is totally inadequate
is not prophecy, because the girls have al- to the task of fitting them for a productive
ready been born. The question is, at what role in society. They remain destitute to
rates will they reproduce? If they do so at the nth generation.
Poor and unemployed fathers, besides siror neax the present levels, they will be the
mothers of a new baby boom in the follow- ing more children than the affluent and
ing two decades that wlll make the popUla- wage earning, also desert their wives more
often. The families are left to the aid to
tion increase of the fifties look very smalL
As the above figures shoW, reproduction at dependent children section of welfare propresent levels will produce a population at grams.
Aid to dependent children has increased,
the turn of the century of 362 milllon-twice
the 1960 figure. In the 10 years following and Is increasing Instead of diminishing. In
2000, another 76 million would be added- the last 10 years, its burden has grown
[In millions]
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104 percent; and the 4 In1lllon people on its
roll outnumber the combined total of all
others on relief, the old, blind, disabled, etc.
High fertllity deepens the poverty of the
poor, and spreads and intensifies the worst
accompaniment of hopeless poverty: violent
crime, juvenile delinquency, child abuse and
neglect, malnutrition, slum housing, social
alienation.
There is no reason to believe most of the
poor are more anxious than most other people to have large famllles. Many do not
want all tlleir children; nor, to use another
yardstick, do all Negroes want all theirs. The
only difference, in this respect, between the
poor and the middle classes Is that they
cannot always exercise their choice because
they are not sufficiently aware that there
is a choice. Many studies have shown this,
and have also shown that poor famllles are
eager to have more Instruction In family
planning.
A private study In 1960 entitled, "Growth
of American Families," found that the average family wants between a minimum oJ: 3.1
children and a maximum of 3.4 children
(With the poor wanting slightly fewer children than the rest).
Differences were found between white and
nonwhite wives. White wives, the survey
found, want a minimum of 3.1 and a maximum of 3.5 children, while nonwhite wives
want a minimum of 2.7 and a maximum of 3
children.
Since the poor are reproducing themselves
faster than the population as a whole, any
war on poverty which ignores the matter of
fertility is reducing automatically the Impact
of Its investment. No one would suggest that
family planning Is the solution for all problems of poverty. But all, surely, would agree
that programs aimed at reducing poverty
cannot possibly achieve their objective unless
impoverished families are helped to have only
the number of children they want.
Fortunately, popUlation control Is not the
scare word it used to be. Talk about family
planning has become more candid and less
controversial lately. More than discussion,
however, is taking place.
Tax-supported birth-control assistance in
the form of advice, drugs, and devices is Increasing in all parts of the country.
Before 1959, only seven States-all in the
Deep South-inclUded family planning as a
regUlar part of their pUblic health services.
By summer 1964, this had risen to 20, and by
now has risen again-together with a spread
of private affiliates with some State support.
Public facllities for giving Information and
materials have been set up or are in the
process of being organized in cities and counties of at least 33 States and the District of
Columbia.
And the Federal Government has been expanding its role, and in a few areas, supporting local birth-control activities.
The initiative has been taken by various
agencies of the Federal Government, Including the Departments of the Interior, Health,
Education, and Welfare, and the Office of
Economic Opportunity.
This spate of interest, however, needs direction. More explicit encouragement to the
State and communities is needed from Washiilgton.
A population policy shOUld be defined, with
national goals.
The facts show that a polley of family
planning has got to be advocated, and facilities for family planning made available, especially to the poor who have them least and
need them more. Government polley is still
a thing of confusion. The policies of the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare and the Office of Economic Opportunity
must be clarified and extended.
While in HEW there has been an Increase
of interest and involvement-especially in
the area of research-there can and should be
improvements.
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In 1965 about $9 million is being spent by
the Government on research into reproductive biology, ster1l1ty, fertl11ty, and population dynamics. Of this, about $800,000 is
directly relevant to fertmty control. Of
course these other areas of research are most
important, but one wonders whether the
allotment to fertlllty controiis fully reflective
of the President's state of the Union address.
Without going into detail on the population activities of HEW, it is fair to say the
Department is not giving a firm enough lead.
It should make a clear and explicit policy
statement, governing Its health and welfare
programs: to give strong leadership to state
and local health departments, encouraging
them to include family planning services in
the regular medical care which they provide
or purchase. Standards for such services
need to be est[\blished, and help given in
training personnel. Also, it should advertise the matching grants which it w11l make
available as part of the maternal health
service, if the State requests it.
The Office of Economic Opportunity wlll
consider requests for funds for family planning services in community action programs. Many such requests have been made.
Eight projects, so far, have been funded.
Among the communities who have received
grants are Corpus Christi, Oakiand, St. Louis,
BUffalo, NashviUe, and Austin.
Our largest cities, however, New York, Los
Angeles, Chicago, Phlladeiphia, and others,
are not among the recipients.
I am afraid that the guidelines of the
Office of Economic Opportunity for birth
control aid do not fulfill the President's
promise in the state of the Union message
or at the United Nations:
OEO funds are not allowed to be used to
advertise the availability of a family planning program funded by an OEO grant.
The emphasis on local initiative is so
strong that the notion of positive encouragement from Washington is preclUded. OEO
ought to encourage the inclusion of family
planning services in community action and
other poverty programs.
OEO should modify its rules to assure that
doctors in the program do not feel restrained
from advocating family planning, and suggesting a partiCUlar method as being most
SUitable for a particUlar patient provided it
does not contllct with the patient's religious
beliefs.
OEO precludes giving contraceptive devices and drugs, funded by its money, to unmarried women or women not living with
their husbands. Yet--unmarried or separated mothers are an important part of the
childbearing, impoverished class: they add
materially to the costs of poverty program
and aid to dependent children. If a public
health cllnic is to be set up to minister to
the poor, why should these categories be excluded? If our aim is to attack one of the
great causes and sustainers of poverty, we
should not be deterred by dubious moral
jUdgments from fUliy carrying out the aim.
It is to be hoped that these restrictive
policies w1ll be removed, and OEO, HEW and
other Federal agencies w1ll actively encourage local communities to establlsh family
planning services throughout the country.
To this end, H.R. 8283 was amended by
the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare
to include family planning among the projects to be inclUded as components of community action programs.
This will mark the first time that there has
been an explicit congressional authorization
for Federal encouragement of birth-control
activities in the States.
The activities of the Federal Government
in this field need further encouragement.

Mr. NELSON.' Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the RECORD a statement prepared by the
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Senator from Michigan [Mr. McNAMARA]
in response to a. question raised by the
Senator from Delaware [Mr. WILLIAMS].
There being no objection, the statement was orderec! to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
STATEMENT BY SENATOR McNAMARA TO REPORT REFERRED To BY SENATOR WILLIAMS
Yesterday, the senator from Delaware
[Mr. WILLIAMS] referred to a report which he
stated had recently been issued by the OEO
relating to Federal antipoverty laws.
The Senator was referring to a catalog
of Federal programs for individual and community improvement--of programs related
to the war on poverty. The reason this catalog is not yet available is because it has
not been completed. What the Senator saw
is a draft--which is being circulated among
the various Federal agencies for their comments, additions. and corrections. I understand that when the catalog is completed, it wlll be made generally available.
There is already a large advance demand.
Under section 613 of the Economic Opportunity Act, provision is made for an information center through which information
on all Federal programs related to the purposes of the act may be made available to
local officials and other interested persons.
The idea here is very simple--those engaged
in planning, implementing, or carrying out
local antipoverty programs need a single
source of information concerning available
Federal assistance that may contribute to
the elimination of poverty. This is essential
to comprehensive. coordinated programs.
The catalog Is one phase of OEO's effort
to carry out section 613. It attempts to list
the various programs according to purpose-the needs they serve. It provides a brief
description of each-what it does, who is
eligible, who administers it, and how further
information can be obtained. In view of the
number of complaints that have been made
about the confusion of Federal programs as
seen from the local level, such a catalog
should prove a remarkably useful and helpful document. It represents something that
has never been done before--something that
will help communities to do some rational
planning as opposed to hit and miss efforts
to take advantage of this or that program
prOViding Federal funds. And it should help
Federal officials and the Congress as well.
And I might add that the problem is not
just a matter of Federal programs being unknown. The real problem is seeing how they
can be made to fit together-how one can be
used to supplement another, for example.
or how one can be used to do 'a little more
effectively what could also be done some
other way.
This is a matter of great importance for
the war on poverty. It is the whole idea
behind the coordination provisions of the
act. I think it is a good thing that OEO
has started on it right in the beginning.
The cost of the draft-$80.00Q-includes not
only the catalog but also a planning scheme
under which a start can be made toward
eliminating duplication and o,erlap and
achieving standards which wlll permit us to
determine whether new programs--proposed
by anyone of dozens of Federal agencies-are really needed. I need hardly elaborate
upon the savings that can Ultimately be derived from such an effort.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill
having been read the third time. the
question is, Shall it pass? On this question the yeas and nays have been ordered,
and the clerk will call the roll.
The legislative clerk called the roll.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I announce
that the Senator from Mississippi [Mr.
EASTLAND], the Senator from Wyoming
[Mr, MCGEE], and the Senator from
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Florida [Mr. SMATHERS] are absent on
official business.
I fw'ther announce that the Senator
from Pennsylvania [Mr. CLARK], the
Senator from Minnesota [Mr. MCCARTHY], the Senator from Michigan [Mr.
McNAMARA], and the Senator from Alabama [Mr. SPARKMAN] are necessarily
absent.
On this vote, the Senator from Pennsylvania [Mr. CLARK] is paired with the
Senator from California LMr MURPHY].
If present and voting, the Senator from
Pennsylvania would vote "yea" and the
Senator from California would vote
u nay ."
On this vote, the Senator from Wyoming [Mr. MCGEE] is paired with the
Senator from Mississippi [Mr. EASTLAND].
If present and voting, the Senator from
Wyoming would vote "yea" and the Senator from Mississippi would vote nay."
On this vote, the Senator from Michigan [Mr. McNAMARA] is paired with the
Senator from Nebraska [Mr. CURTIS].
If present and voting the Senator from
Michigan would vote "yea" and the Senator from Nebraska would vote "nay."
On this vote, the Senator from Florida
[Mr. S:M:ATHERS] is paired with the Senator from Texas [Mr. TOWER]. If present and voting, the Senator from Florida
would vote "yea" and the Senator from
Texas would vote "nay."
I further announce that, if present and
voting, the Senator from Minnesota [Mr.
MCCARTHY] would vote "yea."
Mr. KUCHEL. I announce that the
Senator from Nebraska [Mr. CURTIS] is
necessarily absent because of death in
the family.
The Senator from California [Mr.
MURPHY] and the Senator from Texas
[Mr. TOWER] are detained on official
business.
On this vote, the Senator from Nebraska [Mr. CURTIS] is paired with the Senator from Michigan [Mr. McNAMARA]. If
present and voting, the Senator from
Nebraska would vote "nay" and the Senator from Michigan would vote "yea."
On this vote, the Senator from California [Mr. MURPHY] is paired with the
Senator from Pennsylvania [Mr. CLARK].
'If present and voting, the Senator from
California would vote "nay" and the
Senator from Pennsylvania would vote
"yea!'

On this vote, the Senator from Texas
[Mr. TOWER] is paired with the Senator
from Florida [Mr. SMATHERS]. If present and voting, the Senator from Texas
would vote "nay" and the Senator from
Florida would vote "yea."
The result was announced-yeas 61,
na~'s 29, as follows:
Aiken
Anderson
Bartlett
Bass

Bayh
Bible
Brewster
Burdick
Byrd, W. Va.
Cannon
Case

Church
Cooper
Dodd
Douglas

[NO. 233 Leg.)
YEAS-fll
Ervin
Kuehel
Fong
Long, La.
Fulbright
Long, Mo.
Gore
Magnuson
Gruening
Mansfield
Harris
McGovern
Hart
McIntyre
Hartke
Metcalf
Hayden
Mondala
Inouye
Monroney
Jackson
Montoya.
Javlts
Morse
Jordan, N.C.
Moss
Kennedy, Mass. Muskia
Kennedy, N.Y. Nelson
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Neuberger
Pastore
Pell
Prouty
Proxmlre
Randolph
Allott
Bennett
Boggs
Byrd, Va.
Carlson
Cotton
Dirksen
Dominick
Ellender
Fannin
Clark
Curtis
Eastland
McCarthy
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Russell, S.C.
Scott
Smith

Tydings
Wl111ams, N.J.
Yarborough
Young,Ohlo

Symington
Talmadge
NAY8-29
Hickenlooper Pearson
Robertson
Hili
Russell, Ga.
Holland
Hruska
Saltonstall
Jordan, Idaho Simpson
Stennis
Lausche
Thurmond
McClellan
Williams, Del.
1\:Uller
Morton
Young, N. Dak.
Mundt
NOT VOTING-lO
Sparkman
McGee
McNamara
Tower
Murphy
Smathers

So the bill (H.R. 8283) was passed.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I move
that the Senate reconsider the vote by
which the bill was passed.
Mr. NELSON. I move to lay that motion on the table.
The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, I move
that the Senate insist upon its amendments and request a conference with the
House of Representatives thereon, and
that the Chair appoint the conferees
on the part of the Senate.
.
The motion was agreed to; and the
Presiding Officer (Mr. KENNEDY of New
York in the chair) appointed Mr. McNAMARA, Mr. MORSE, Mr. YARBOROUGH,
Mr. NELSON, Mr. JAVITS, and Mr. PROUTY
conferees on the part of the Senate.
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, I ask
that H.R. 8283 as amended by the Senate
be printed.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, we
have just completed final action on another significant and substantial piece
of legislation, the antipoverty bill. We
owe much credit to the senior Senator
from Michigan [Mr. McNAMARA] who,
with the able assistance of the senior
Senator from Texas [Mr. YARBOROUGH]
and the junior Senator from Wisconsin
[Mr. NELSON], so ably and skillfully managed the bill.
All Members of the Senate deserve
credit for the patience and cooperation
in bringing this measure to a conclusion.
The opposition to the measure was
strong, sincere, and demonstrated great
perseverance in pointing out what they
claimed to be the administration's shortcomingS in any new program of this
magnitude. However, the Senate has
demonstrated its faith in the program
and voted to continue the thrust and purpose of the program with the expectation
that if there are rough edges, they will
be worked out in short order.
To the distinguished Senator from minois [Mr. DIRKSEN] who presented his
opposition so eloquently, to the junior
Senator from Vermont [Mr. PROUTY]
and the junior Senator from Colorado
[Mr. DOMINICK] who presented their opposition so thoroughly and to the senior
Senator from New York [Mr. JAVITS]
who presented his modifications so effectively, we owe a special thanks.
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I hope that the Senate will continue
TRANSACTION OF ROUTINE
the momentum gained today and will
BUSINESS
cooperate in assisting the leadership in
By
unanimous
consent, the following
completing the remaining legislation so
that we may adjourn around Labor Day. routine business was transacted:
REPORTS OF COMMITTEES
MILITARY CONSTRUCTION APPROThe follOWing reports of committees
PRIATION ACT, 1966
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I were submitted:
By Mr. SYMINGTON, from the Committee
ask unanimous consent that the Senate
Armed Services, without amendment:
proceed to the consideration of Calendar onH.R.
9544. An act to authorize the disposal,
No. 603, H.R. 10323.
without regard to the prescribed 6-month
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill waiting period of approximately 620,000 long
will be stated by title.
tons of natural rubber from the national
The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. A bill (H.R. stockpile (Rept. No. 626);
10323) making appropriations for miliH. Con. Res. 453. Concurrent resolution extary construction for the Department of pressing the approval of Congress for the
Defense for the fiscal year ending June disposal of magnesium from the national
stockpile (Rept. No. 628);
30, 1966, and for other purposes.
H. Con. Res. 454. Concurrent resolution exThe PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there pressing
the approval of Congress for the
objection to the present consideration of disposal of diamond dies from the national
the bill?
stockpile and nonstockpile bismuth alloys
There being no objection, the Senate (Rept. No. 627); and
H. Con. Res. 455. Concurrent resolution exproceeded to consider the bill, which had
been reported from the Committee on pressing the approval of Congress for the
disposal
of hyoscine from the national stockAppropriations with amendments.

pile (Rept. No. 629).
By Mr. THURMOND, from the Committee
on Armed SerVices, with an amendment:
H.R. 6007. An act to amend title 10, United
States Code, to authorize the promotion of
qualified Reserve officers of the Air Force to
the Reserve grades of brigadier general and
major general (Rept. No. 633) .
By Mr. HOLLAND, from the Committee on
Agriculture and Forestry, with an amendment:
H.R. 4152. An act to amend the Federal
Farm Loan Act and the Farm Credit Act of
1933, to prOVide means for expediting the retirement of Government capital In the Federa! Intermediate credit banks, InclUding an
Increase In the debt permitted such banks In
relation to their capital and provision for the
production credit associations to acquire additional capital stock therein, to provide for
allocating certain earnings of such banks and
associations to their users, and for other purposes (Rept. No. 630).
By Mr. FULBRIGHT, from the Committee
on Foreign Relations, without amendent:
H.R. 4170. An act to provide for adjustments In annuities under the Foreign ServIce retirement and disability system (Rept.
No. 631).
By Mr. ELLENDER, from the Committee
on Appropriations, with aInendments:
H.R.9220. An act making appropriations
for certain civil functions administered by
the Department of Defense, the Panama
Canal, certain agencies of the Department
of the Interior, the Atomic Energy Commission, the Saint Lawrence Seaway Development Corportion, the Tennessee Valley Authority, and the Delaware River Basin Commission for the fiscal year ending June 30,
1966, and for other purposes (Rept. No. 632).

LEGISLATIVE PROGRAM
Mr. MANSFIELD.
Mr. President,
there will be no further voting tonight.
I do not believe there will be any discussion, even on the military construction
appropriation bill.
As I recall, unanimous consent has
been obtained to have the Senate convene at 11 o'clock tomorrow morning. It
can be stated that the military construction appropriation bill will be the first
order of business following the transaction of morning business. Very likely it
will be followed by the J.F.K. film
measure.
Mr JAVITS. Mr. President, can the
majority leader say whether that will be
all the business for tomorrow?
Mr. MANSFIELD. That is all there
will be tomorrow, so far as I know at the
moment.
Mr. HICKENLOOPER. Mr. President, I should like to know if the Senator
is asking for unanimous consent to take
up House Concurrent Resolution 285,
Calendar No. 302?
Mr. MANSFIELD. What measure is
that?
Mr. HICKENLOOPER. The motion
picture measure, Calendar No. 302. If
is to be taken up, I wish to make some
remarks.
Mr. MANSFIELD.
I merely announced that it was likely to be taken
up. The Senator from Iowa will have
an opportunity to speak on the measure.
Mr. HOLLAND. Mr. President, will
BILLS INTRODUCED
the Senator yield?
Mr. MANSFIELD. I yield.
Bills were introduced, read the first
Mr. HOLLAND. The Committee on time, and, by unanimous consent, the
Agriculture has unanimously reported a second time, and referred as follows:
bill that I would like to have taken up
By Mr. MOSS (for himself, :Mr. CLARK,
and Mr. METCALF):
.
sometime tomorrow if there is no objecS.2435. A bill to redesignate the Departtion. If there is objection, I shall be
glad to have its consideration postponed. ment of the Interior as the Department of
Resources. and to transfer certltin
Mr. MANSFIELD. If the Senator will Natural
agencies to and from such department; to
obtain clearance on the Republican side, the
Committee on Government Operations.
I shall be glad to try to accommodate
(See the remarks of Mr. Moss when he Inhim.
troduced the above bill, which appear under
Mr. HOLLAND. I thank the Senator. a separate heading.)

